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Opportunity to
Service India readies for

the next lap of rapid growth.

T

he Exhibition on Services 2015 finally brought the
spotlight on the services sector of India and deservedly so. India has flourished on a unique economic
growth model led by its services sector. The potential
of services exports, in the next lap of this growth saga
is immense. It is a timely recognition of “the India opportunity” for
the globe. The first edition saw the participation of 40 countries.
The next, scheduled in February 2016, will be bigger and better, as
the sector will begin harvesting the positive impact of the slew of
reforms introduced in the recent past. We try to analyse the breadth
and depth of the services opportunity in our Cover Story.
Wellness and value medical tourism is an emerging sector in
the country and boosted by a supportive ecosystem and government policies, it is raring to go. Be it the diamond industry or the
auto components sector or the traditionally rich handlooms and
handicraft industry, you can see the winds of change sweeping
through in the innovative approaches and aggressive marketing.
The sectors are on a growth trajectory adapting to a global marketing environment. Catch up with the myriad developments in
India's market and industry in Sectoral Update.
We bring inspiring stories of two startups who have broken the
mould with their innovative business models and unique ideas.
One is literally operating his business out of the ‘teabox’ and the
other is working on perfecting India’s smile. Both are young and
raring to go. Swachch Bharat and health for all are possible when
we have dedicated social enterprises working on concepts like
e-toilets and low cost hospital chains for government insured
rural underserved. Read about them in Innovation Corner and
Rural Update. India Now is quite a journey of discovery! While
on travel, it’s time for one last summer rendezvous! We take you to
Ladakh—peace and the pagodas. Do also take a nostalgic walk down
Kala Ghoda when next in Mumbai. The Jehangir Art Gallery can be
the ideal place to rediscover India’s rich art heritage.
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Voice of A visionary

“The journey has been enjoyable so far...I am confident
that Brand India and the potential that it promises will
provide us the platform to build an institution
of global repute, size and stature.”

National

— Uday Kotak
Executive Vice Chairman & MD, Kotak Mahindra Bank Ltd.

Round-up

India-Japan Ink Agreement Action

agenda aligned to vision of Make in India
India and Japan signed an agreement on April
30, aimed at doubling Japanese investment into
Indian firms in the next five years to US$ 35 billion and also promote bilateral trade between
the two countries. The treaty was signed by Mr
Yoichi Miyazawa, Minister of Economy, Trade
and Industry, Japan, and Ms Nirmala Sitharaman, Minister of State (Independent Charge)
for Commerce and Industry, Government of
India. India will now receive assistance from
Japan in its Make in India programme. The pact
is also aimed at boosting trade and investment
ties between the two countries and encouraging

4
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Asia-Pacific economic integration.
The India-Japan action agenda is categorised
into five broad categories—development of
selected townships in India as Japanese industrial townships, promotion of investment and
infrastructure development, further development and cooperation in the IT sector, enhancing cooperation in strategic sectors and AsiaPacific economic integration. The signing of the
pact is being seen as a progression of PM Modi’s
visit to Japan last year. Currently, with about US$
17.9 billion worth of investments in India, Japan
is the fourth largest investor in the country.

Data Briefing

US$
35

billion
Japan’s
target
investment
in India

Nat i o nal Ro u n d - u p

Richard
R Verma

They
Said it

When & Where: Annual General Meeting of the
American Chamber of Commerce, New Delhi

Indian Economy to Grow at
8% this Fiscal: Changing policy
makes for positive sentiments

Projections for India’s growth are positive with an improving policy
environment. Rating agency Fitch has forecast an 8 per cent growth for
the current fiscal 2015-16 for India saying that it is less vulnerable to risks
from capital flight due to the drop in oil prices and the reforms initiated by
the government. In its report, the agency said that India’s vulnerability has
diminished since 2013, crediting the changing policy environment for its
positive macroeconomic profile.
In its India Development Update report published recently, the World
Bank expects that India will grow by 7.5 per cent in 2015-16, 7.9 per cent
in 2016-17 and 8 per cent in 2017-18, with the decline in oil and commodity prices. The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD), meanwhile, said that India’s economic growth continued to firm
up, while the country’s credit rating outlook has been upgraded to ‘positive’ by global rating agency Moody’s Investors Service.

RESEARCH UPDATE

“Cooperation on
infrastructure development
and Prime Minister Modi’s
Smart Cities initiative are
two of the largest potential
areas for US investment…
our bilateral trade in goods
and services finally crossed
that elusive US$ 100 billion
threshold last year… We
stand ready to work...to
increase that
mark to
US$ 500
billion…”
— Richard R Verma
US Ambassador to
India

Collaboration to Study Chronic
Diseases Centre for Control of Chronic

Conditions (CCCC), a research centre to
counter the overlapping nature of chronic
diseases, was recently launched in New
Delhi by the Public Health Foundation of
India (PHFI), in association with Indian
and international partners.
www.ibef.org | APRIL-MAY 2015
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Sound bytes

“India
is one of
our key
markets
globally and we look
at expanding our
business here with
a focus on developing networking innovations based on
the New Intellectual
Property and partnerships in India…”
Jason Nolet, Senior Vice-President,
Switching, Routing and Analytics
Products Group at Brocade
Prime Minister Narendra Modi and German Chancellor Angela Merkel at the Joint Inauguration of the India
Pavilion and the Joint Walk-About Make in India, in Hannover, Germany on April 13, 2015. Minister of State for
Commerce & Industry (Independent Charge), Nirmala Sitharaman is also seen in the picture.

India Now Links West Strengthens
strategic ties with Europe and Canada
Soon after the launch
of the Act East policy, the
Government of India gave
a decisive push to its Link
West agenda during Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s
eight-day tour to Germany,
France and Canada, signing
a slew of pacts. In Germany,
the Prime Minister made
an inspiring case for global
investors at Hannover Messe
2015, where India was the
partner country at the world’s
largest and premier industrial technology exhibition.
He said Make in India was
not a slogan or brand but a
“national movement”. The
Prime Minister had a round
table meeting with CEOs of
top German companies and
apprised them of the many
steps being taken by the gov-

6

ernment to promote ease of
doing business. Mr Modi, who
described the lion logo as the
symbol of a new India, spoke
of the vast opportunities that
the country offered particularly in areas of manufacturing,
infrastructure development,

Prime Minister
Modi described
the lion logo as
the symbol of
new India.
Ganges cleaning and solid
waste management. Six memorandums of understanding
(MoUs) were signed between
Indian public sector firms and
companies from Germany,
Switzerland, Russia and Bul-
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garia that participated in
Hannover Messe. In France,
the two sides signed some
key pacts in critical areas
like civil nuclear energy,
urban development, railways
and space. France pledged
€ 2 billion for sustainable
development in India, while
aircraft manufacturer Airbus
announced to enhance outsourcing in India from € 400
million to € 2 billion over the
next five years. In Canada,
the two countries agreed to
increase collaboration in the
fields of energy efficiency,
oil and gas development and
renewable energy and signed
a pact for long term supply
of Uranium to India. Canada
will also be investing CAD
2.5 million in five health
innovations in India.

“Hannover
Messe visitors were
delighted
with India’s confident,
innovative and fresh
presence as...Partner
Country. India succeeded in positioning
itself as an upcoming
industrial nation...”
Johannes Thomas Grobe,
MD, Bosch Rexroth India

“We share
strong
business,
trade
and cultural ties. I
see much potential for increased
economic activity
between Houston
and India and look
forward...”
Annise D Parker, Mayor, Houston

Nat i o nal Ro u n d - u p

Investment Tracker

Global Cos Come to Make
in India Investing in plant and
capacity enhancement

Industry

update

India Signs Bilateral Trade Pact
with China, South Korea PM invites

Chinese businessmen to invest in India
Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s
during its President Xi Jingping’s
recent visit to two Asian countries–
visit to India last year. During
China and South Korea– has
Prime Miniter Modi’s visit, Chinese
strengthened commercial ties
banks granted US$ 2.5 billion in
between these countries. During his credit lines to Bharti Airtel in one
visit to China during
of the biggest everMay 14–16, he met
financings for an
Indian and Chinese
Indian group.
US$
CEOs in Shanghai
Mr Modi visited
and called upon
another Asian
Chinese business
country, South
leaders to invest
Korea on May 18.
in India, saying,
During his tour,
billion worth
“India is ready for
both India and
26 pacts Signed by
business,” adding, “I
South Korea inked
strongly believe that
seven agreements.
india and china in
this century belongs
South Korea
critical areas
to Asia.” Both
also decided to
countries signed
provide US$ 10
26 agreements
billion to India
worth over US$ 22 billion ranging
for infrastructure, development
from renewable energy, power
of smart cities, railways, power
infrastructure, and steel and small
generation and other diversified
& medium industries, amongst
areas as the two countries agreed to
others. China had already promised
upgrade their bilateral relationship
US$ 20 billion of infrastructure
to a “Special Strategic Partnership”.
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Policy Push to Tourism
To sell destination India

the PMO and several crucial aspects of the Prime
Minister’s vision like Make
in India, Swachh Bharat,
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Smart Cities, International
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watch
Area

Population

Male

Female

Population Density

Urban Population

3,287,263 sq km

1.28 billion

663 million

621 million

421.4 per sq km

390.216 million

Key performance
indicators of the
Indian economy
with patterns,
trends and forecasts

Fiscal year

2011-12 (A)

2012-13 (A)

2013-14(R)

2014-15

2015-16

GDP growth

6.2%

5%

4.7%

5.5% (P)

6.5% (P)

CPI

8.87%

9.5%

8.45%

8.3%(Q4)(E)

6.6% (Q1)(E)

A- Actual E-Estimated
R- Revised P- Projected

Source: RBI

Mean Probability Pattern of Growth Forecast
2014-15
2015-16
Forecasters expect real Gross
Value Added at basic price (GVA) to
increase by 7.5 per cent in 201415. Agriculture & allied activities
and services are expected to grow
by 1.1 per cent and 10.6 per cent,
respectively. Industry growth forecast
has been placed at 5.9 per cent.
Forecasts relate to the new series of
GDP with base 2011-12, released
by the Central Statistics Office,
Government of India. Accordingly, the
same has been incorporated from the
current round of the survey.
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3M

COMPANY
DASHBOARD
Company
3M India
Established
1902
GLOBAL HQ
St Paul, USA
Entered India
1988
Areas of Focus:
Displays & graphics,
electronics, electrical
& electronics, healthcare, safety & security,
transportation, manufacturing, etc
 Network
No of Employees:
~90,000 globally

Backed by
Innovation
A diversified product portfolio spanning a staggering
8,000 products has helped 3M grow in India.
By Sanjay k ojha
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3M

3M

India has successfully
spawned its footprints
across diverse markets
in India over the years. With its
commitment to bring out products
unique to India, the subsidiary of
the US-based company markets over
8,000 products in the country and
holds a leading position in healthcare,
industrial markets, display and
graphics, consumer and office, safety,
security and protection services,
electronics and communications and
transportation. Formerly known as
Birla 3M Limited, it has manufacturing
facilities at Ahmedabad, Bangalore,
Puducherry, Pimpri (Pune) and
Ranjangaon (Pune). The diverse
product portfolio of the company
is backed by a robust ecosystem of
innovation and performance, which
has made it a leader in several product
segments.
As per its standalone quarterly
results ended in March 2015, the
company’s total income from
operations stood at `477.44 crore and
it reported a net profit of `42.63 crore
for the quarter, rising 63.90 per cent
as against `25.40 crore in the previous
quarter. As per its annual report of
2012-13, the company registered an
overall turnover growth of 12 per cent
to reach `15.85 billion for the financial
year ended March 31, 2013 compared
to `14.1 billion in the corresponding
period for the previous year. It further
recorded an overall turnover growth
of 11.21 per cent to reach `17.62 billion
for the financial year ended March 31,
2014, according to the annual report

M N C WAtc h

3M India Milestones
1987 3M and Birlas
became partners
1988 Established
manufacturing facility at
Bangalore
1990 Inauguration of
Customer Tech Centre at
Bangalore; commencement of Scotch-Brite
Conversion
1993 Increases equity
holding to 51 per cent;
warehousing operation at
Delhi and Mumbai

1994 Opening of
customer sales centres
at Chennai, Kolkata and
Bangalore

2006 Acquisition of
Mahindra Engineering
& Chemical Products
Limited

1998 Inauguration
of Innovation Centre in
Bangalore

2010 Filed 13 patents,
launched over 23 new
product innovations for
the India market

2000 Acqusition of
Auto Striping India Pvt
Ltd
2002 Company name
changed to 3M India
Limited from Birla 3M
Limited

of 2013-14. The company has reported
net sales of `1,808 crore, a growth of 6
per cent over the previous year, for the
financial year ended March 2015.
Today, 3M, which was earlier called
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
(MMM), has a 100-year plus track
record of being one of the most
innovative corporations worldwide.
Its core strength is in applying its
more than 46 distinct technology
platforms to collaborate actively to
design, manufacture and engage in
the delivery of innovative products
and services, with the end-mission
being to provide for a wide array

2011 Distribution
centre inaugurated in
Bangalore; expanded
regional presence with 4
branch offices in Kolkata,
Chennai, Pune & Gurgaon; filed 14 patents

of customer needs. With US$ 31.8
billion in sales and operations, 3M
employs approximately 90,000
people worldwide and has operations
in nearly 70 countries. A leader
in research and development, 3M
markets approximately 55,000
products worldwide and its expertise
in providing technology solutions is
well recognised for its performance,
safety, value and productivity in sectors
like aerospace, railways, highways,
defence, security, mining, health, oil &
gas, telecom and marine. In 2014, 3M
was granted its 100,000th patent in the
United States.
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3M

Diversifying Growth
3M India works through five segments
— consumer, healthcare, electronics
and energy markets, industrial and
safety and graphics. The consumer
category is meant to supply an array of
innovative products that keep homes
cleaner, offices organised and buildings
well-maintained. A few of its products
like Scotch®, Post-it®, Scotch-Brite®,
and Scotchgard™, are among the
world’s best known consumer brands;
and products under the Post-it®
brand—notes, flags and easel pads are
among the most sought after office
products worldwide.
While the electronics and energy
division works to provide reliable
sources of power, high-performance
electronic devices, and speedy and
dependable telecommunications
networks, the healthcare segment supplies innovative and reliable products
that help healthcare professionals
improve the quality of care. The company boasts of being a global leader in
medical and oral care products, and
drug delivery and health information
systems. The industrial wing makes
thousands of innovative products
including tapes, abrasives, adhesives,
specialty materials and filtration systems for several diverse markets. The
safety and graphics unit endeavours
to increase the safety, security and
productivity of people, facilities and
systems around the world.
3M India made its first foray into
the retail space in India with the
launch of the 3M Car Care Centre initiative in 2010. It is the first company
to have introduced organised car
care services in the country, gaining
recognition from OEMs like Toyota,
Honda, GM, Tata, Volkswagen, Ford,
Mahindra, Renault, Maruti Suzuki,
Hyundai etc. The company has provided the facility of a WiFi enabled
air-conditioned customer lounge to
facilitate customers to watch their
cars being serviced in a comfortable
ambience. The store is also equipped
with tablet PCs on which a customer

12
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3M’s Journey
•1902: Founded in Minnesota, USA, to
mine a mineral deposit for grinding-wheel
abrasives.
•1905: Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co moved to nearby Duluth to focus on
sandpaper products.
•1910s: New investors were attracted,
who moved the company to St Paul.
•Early 1920s: The world's first waterproof
sandpaper, which reduced airborne dusts
during automotive manufacturing, was
developed.
•1925: Innovation of masking tape—an
innovative step towards diversification and the first of many Scotch brand
pressure-sensitive tapes.
•1940s: Produced Scotchlite™ Reflective
Sheeting for highway markings, magnetic
sound recording tape, filament adhesive
tape.
•1950s: Introduced the Thermo-Fax™
copying process, Scotchgard™ Fabric
Protector, video tape, Scotch-Brite®
Cleaning Pads and several new electromechanical products.
•1960s: Dry-silver microfilm was introduced, along with photographic products,
carbonless papers, and a rapidly growing
healthcare business of medical and dental
products.
•1970s: Entered into other markets like
pharmaceuticals, radiology, and energy
control.
•1980: Introduced Post-it® Notes.
•1990s: Global sales reached the US$ 15
billion mark.
•2004: Sales topped US$ 20 billion for the
first time, with innovative new products
contributing significantly to growth.

can see every aspect of the treatment
before he opts for a service. As the
TCO concept gains momentum in
India, 3M is witnessing growing
demand for products and solutions to
bring down the overall cost of manufacturing. With significant growth in
its customer base in this segment,
3M India aspires to become the most
preferred solutions provider to its
customers. The company, in 2011,
planned to increase revenues to US$ 1
billion by 2015, riding on the support
of its ever-demanding products. Its
revenue for the financial year ended
March 31, 2011 was `1,202 crore.

Focus on Innovation
The innovation centres of 3M India at
Bangalore and Gurgaon are aimed at
boosting local product development
and making life easier for the people
of India. Today, the company’s innovations range from products that improve
manufacturing efficiency and impact
improved healthcare delivery to safety
markers that help increase road visibility, everyday kitchen and home care
aids and car care products. The company, in 2011, was ranked fourth in the
prestigious Indian Council of Market
Research (ICMR) list of Most Innovative
Brands in India.
Among several innovations of 3M
India are its recently launched antiglare screens for laptops and desktop
monitors. Compatible with most of the
touchscreen laptops, all-in-one computers and desktop monitors, it allows the
user to operate computers in adverse
lighting conditions without putting
pressure on the human eye. Its other
feature includes durable scratch resistant coating, thus protecting against
scratches and damage to the display.
Over the years, the company with
never-ending innovation has expanded
its product portfolio growing its market
base in India and now with the recent
tie up with Amazon, it is ready to tap
the vast base of small and medium
enterprises with its targeted and visionary approach.

THE KNOWLEDGE HUB
India is home to over 1,000 MNC R&D centres.

For updated information on Indian business and economy
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Backed by strong
policy focus and
building on its native
strengths, India
prepares to service
the world.
By Sangita Thakur Varma
Design by Sristi Maurya, Illustration by Shigil Narayanan

India’s growth story has been unique in
many ways and it stands out today as one of
the fastest growing major economies globally. The services sector and its growth path
clearly set the Indian economic growth story
apart. India has the second fastest growing
services sector in the world with compound
annual growth rate (CAGR) of 8.7 per cent
(between 2001–2013) according to the Economic Survey for 2014–15. It ranks next to
China which is growing at 10.7 per cent. The
Survey highlights that the growth of services sector GDP in India has been higher
than the overall GDP growth in the period
FY2001 to FY2014.
In fact, India’s transition to a knowledge
economy was fuelled by a rapidly growing services sector which in turn grew on
the back of an expanding IT industry. The
growth in the income levels of the economy
also saw other services sectors like tourism, health, telecom, media, etc., growing
neck to neck, as the overall economy grew
and there was an increase in per capita
income. The 1990s saw the Indian economy
leapfrog the intermediate manufacturing,
establishing a services-led model of growth.
The dominance of the services sector has
also catapulted India into the category of a
knowledge economy straight from being an
agrarian one.
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The larger vision of Make in India,
Prime Minister Mr Narendra Modi’s
flagship programme, aimed at surcharging India’s manufacturing sector,
also encompasses the services sector in
its ambit. It was in recognition of the
immense importance of the services sector in India’s forward march as a global
economy and its contribution to India’s
growth in the last two decades that the
Government of India held the first ever
Global Exhibition on Services (GES) in
April this year in New Delhi. Called “The
India Opportunity”, the event presented
a slice of India’s services export prowess
to global investors. The second edition of
the event is now scheduled to be held in
February 2016.
KPMG India estimates that in the
backdrop of a reviving world economy
and trade and an expected increase in
demand for services especially from the
developed economies, coupled with an
expected average growth at 8.5 per cent
during FY15–FY20, the services sector
in India is beaming with optimism. It
also expects the sector to continue with
its rapid pace of growth. According to the
Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP), Government of India, the
country ranks 11th in the world in terms
of services GDP (2013) among the top 15
global economies. The share of India’s
services sector in the global services trade
is 3 per cent as compared to 4.6 per cent
for China. According to the Advance
Estimates (Directorate of Economics and
Statistics), in 2014-15, the services sector
grew at 10.6 per cent as compared to
9.1 per cent in 2013-14. DIPP adds that
India’s services sector has always served
the country’s economy well, accounting
for 52.7 per cent of the country’s gross
value added (GVA) at basic prices (current prices) in 2014-15. The services trade
surplus as a percentage of GDP stood at
3.9 per cent in 2013-14, mainly owing to
growth in exports (receipts) of computer,
information, and telecommunications,
and other businesses services.
DIPP, as the nodal Department for the
Make in India programme, has a major
role to play in pushing India’s services
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“India has the distinct
advantage of the
world’s youngest
demographic—the
potential to meet the
talent requirement of
other countries...”
A G Rao
Group Managing Director
ManpowerGroup India
sector to attain its full potential and reach
the No.1 rank. Mr Amitabh Kant, Secretary to Government of India, Ministry of
Commerce and Industry, Department of
Industrial Policy and Promotion, while
explaining why the services sector will
gain from the Make in India platform,
says, “The aim of the programme is
to develop India as a manufacturing
hub. The growth of the
manufacturing sector is
interlinked to the development of the services sector.
We have recognised this
symbiotic relationship of
infrastructure, services
and skills with the manufacturing sector in conceptualising the Make in India
initiative. It is evident from
the fact that the 25 sectors
identified as thrust sectors
for Make in India span
across manufacturing, services and infrastructure.”
The Make in India sec-

tors have been strategically selected
by the DIPP based on an assessment of the inherent strengths of
the country, wherein investment
would provide the infrastructure
and environment for attracting
and nurturing more industries and
services and have a multiplier effect
on the economy. A plan of action
for the short and medium term for
the thrust sectors under Make in India
was prepared after intensive discussions
between various stakeholders including
the Centre, states, industry associations
and knowledge partners during the
National Workshop on Make in India
held in December 2014. The identified
services sectors under the programme
include information technology (IT) and
telecom, tourism, media and entertainment, healthcare, logistics, professional
services, education, research and development, and space.
The impetus to the services sector
in 2013-14 was the result of growth in
financial, real estate, tourism, transport
and other services. It was acknowledged
by experts that the services industry’s
growth had led to an improvement in
the economy on the back of increased
income inflows into the country, trade
flows, foreign direct investment (FDI)
and enhanced employment. Mr Rajat
Wahi, Partner, Management Consulting, KPMG India, commenting on the
services sector’s contribution says, “IT,
telecom, tourism, healthcare and logistics are the
prominent sectors within
the services sector, and
together were valued at
close to US$ 500 billion, or
a quarter of India’s GDP,
in 2014.” It is in such a
backdrop that Prime Minister Modi, acknowledging
the immense contribution
and scope of the services
sector, envisions making
India a world class hub of
services across verticals
including, healthcare,
tourism, education, media

46
million

Estimated
excess
manpower in
India by 2022

Services Exports

& entertainment, logistics, space, R&D,
professional services and IT and ITeS.
The country already has a dedicated
body, the Services Export Promotion
Council (SEPC), an organisation set up
by the Ministry of Commerce and Industry in pursuit of this goal. The SEPC, in
over six years of its existence, has now
an impressive 1,800 strong membership
base representing stakeholders from
across the 14 service sectors in India. It
was a partner along with the Confederation of Indian Industries (CII) in the first
GEC 2015.

Exports to touch
nearly US$ 100 billion in FY 2015
FY 2015E*: 12.3 per cent Y-o-Y growth
US$ billion

90

55

The Big & the Emerging
At the GES 2015 platform, the Prime
Minister, in his inaugural address,
emphasised the importance of making
“the world think of India beyond information technology and yoga”. That said,
India’s IT services export performance is
certainly an example worth implementing in other industries. According to
KPMG India, computer and IT services
account for close to half (~46 per cent)
of services exports at ~US$ 90 billion.
Industry body Nasscom estimates that in
FY 2015-16, IT exports including software
services and products from India will
grow by 12 to 14 per cent and add US$ 20
billion to the overall revenues of US$ 146
billion. Union Commerce Minister, Ms
Nirmala Sitharaman, on the eve of GES
2015, too had emphasised on the leadership of the IT services sector stating that
the share of computer services was 46
per cent in the US$ 151.5 billion worth
services exports in 2013-14. From the
above, it is obvious that India’s strength
lies in its IT and related services sectors.
It was in this context that the Prime
Minister called for a scientific approach
that not only capitalised on India’s inherent strengths in the services sector, but
also matched it to the needs of the other
countries.
Mr A G Rao, Group Managing
Director, ManpowerGroup India,
forecasts that the sector will see
export revenue growing by 12–14
per cent this financial year, mainly
fuelled by growing demand among
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US$ 500
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Combined value of
IT, Telecom, Tourism,
Healthcare and
Logistics services
sectors in 2014. The
value is a quarter of
India’s GDP.
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Source: Nasscom

global corporations for new services such
as digital technology, mobile applications
and cloud computing. As companies
face increased competition, they will look
to move up the value chain and boost
growth by tapping high-margin businesses including artificial intelligence and
automation. This will also fuel growth.
India will also see demand in sectors
including financial, professional services;
communication and services related to
broadcasting; public administration, utility services, etc. There will be a strong
demand for specialists, from domain
specific professionals to data analysts
and data scientists emanating from the
demand for big data analytics and cloud
based services. After IT, transport and
travel services are the next big contributors according to KPMG India, accounting for ~23 per cent while consulting and
professional services contribute another
10 per cent of total services exports.
The domestic professional services sector is in the growth phase, as the demand
for such services and the consequent
supply is increasing. “India has already
established itself as one of the world lead-
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ways Development Project (NHDP),
development of Dedicated Freight Corridor of Indian Railways, port sector initiatives, etc., are providing the necessary
impetus to the overall logistics industry,”
he elaborates. The rapidly evolving logistics sector on the back of an expanding
e-commerce industry would create a
demand for professionals in managerial and operational roles. The growth in
this industry is also expected to create a
demand for heavy equipment operators
and supply chain professionals. “As these
sectors evolve and the complexity of the
operations increases driven by technology and regulation, there is expected to
be a significant growth in demand for
specialists,” says Mr Wahi.
In the tourism sector, experts in multilingual communications skills and

145.67
142.32
132.88

specialised products such as adventure
tourism, heritage tourism, etc., will be
much sought after. Medical value travel,
also popularly known as medical tourism, is being considered as India’s next
crown jewel. As per KPMG estimates,
the medical value travel market in India
has been estimated at US$ 4 billion in
2014. The country hosted ~170,000
patients from all over the world in 2012,
with a majority coming from developing
and underdeveloped economies. One
of the important factors promoting this
category of tourism is the government’s
recently released category of medical visa
or M visa, to encourage medical tourism
in India. The Government of India has
also been promoting wellness as a separate category of tourism under which
recognised institutions offer treatment

world of opportunities
India’s Service Exports in US$ billion
2013-14 (April-June) (P)

96.04
105.96

2012-13 (P)
2011-12 (P)
2010-11 (PR)
2009-10 (R)
2008-09 (R)

Services Exports

Travel

17.33
18.24
14.2
11.17
11.31

4.13

17.99
18.46
15.27
11.85
10.89

(P) - provisional PR - partially revised R - revised
(RBI balance of payment release on 30.09.2013)
Source: Services Export Promotion Council

3.82

ers in business process outsourcing services and is offering professional services
globally. Lower cost of services delivery
and an educated and qualified workforce
are the inherent advantages offered by
India,” says Mr Wahi.
Mr Sudip Bandyopadhyay, Managing Director and CEO of Destimoney
Securities, agrees, pointing to the growing demand for financial consultancy
services, both domestically and abroad.
“We expect this demand to accelerate,”
he says. Consultancy services from India
are sought in areas of project structuring,
project financing, financial processes,
risk, performance monitoring and measurement, etc.,” he adds. The surging
demand can be attributed to Indian professionals being efficient and skilled and
their services cost effective. The financial
sector has also been witnessing a slowly
changing pattern in demand with traditional back office and accounting services
being replaced by a new surge in demand
for analytics, financial modeling, risk
consultancy, etc. Apart from the above,
niche businesses like commodity trading, currency trading etc., are also seeking advisory services from India. The
maximum demand is being generated
from the major metros in India which
are the traditional business hubs. Europe
and USA lead the demand for service
exports. “Indian financial services sector
is recognised as effective and well regulated. Our systems and structures are
emulated by emerging markets across
the world. In many areas, our processes
are even better than major global players,” Mr Bandyopadhyay concludes.
Rao of ManpowerGroup India says
that the logistics services market and IT
outsourcing are bullish and therefore
creating demand. “Owing to cent per
cent FDI allowance in logistics and rapid
globalisation, the Indian market is on a
growth trajectory. Growing competition
in retail and private telecom sector, e-tailing, financial institutions’ dependence on
courier and seasonal business upsurge
have been acting as the key drivers of the
courier market. A surge in government
initiatives in the form of National High-

36.52
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11.32
18.60

28.44
25.91
24.05
7.26

16.48
0.50
2.22
2.63
1.94
1.59
1.42
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Business
Services

0.63
1.68
1.60
1.56
1.22
2.29

Dripto Mukhopadhyay
Chief Economist & HeadMicroeconomics, Indicus
Analytics (A Nielsen
Company)

tion of delivering state-of-the-art work
at low cost, especially in the area of
international television programming.
The cost of animation production
in India is one-fourth to that of
North America. Further, the
competitive position in terms
of labour cost has made India a
preferred outsourcing destination hub.” According to a NASSCOM study Strategic Review 2014,
entry level salaries in India are 8
to 10 times lower than the source
countries. North America, Australia and Western Europe are some
of the prominent regions outsourcing
animation and VFX work to India.
The small and medium enterprises
(SME) services sector is playing an
important role in the overall industry.
SMEs account for a substantial contribution to the services sector. According
to CII, the SME segment contributes
7 per cent towards manufacturing, but
nearly 31 per cent to the services sector.
Among the services sectors, SMEs have
the highest concentration of manpowerintensive services like security agencies,
housekeeping, and facility management, in addition they are also present
in education services, logistics services,
media-advertising and IT services. These
industries provide job opportunities to
skilled as well as semi-skilled manpower.
SMEs play a significant role in exports
in primarily two services sectors—ITBPM and professional services. The
sector contributes almost US$ 18 billion
to the IT-BPM sector and is estimated to
contribute to close to 30 per cent of IT
exports from India. With the demand
for new and niche services, especially
in the data analytics domain, SMEs are

1.72
4.94
5.96
6.50
3.69
4.42

“Ample supply of
skilled labour at
relatively lower
prices enables
companies to
cater offshore
clients with
relative ease.”

65.86
62.21
55.46
49.70
46.30

under traditional Ayurveda, Yoga, Unani
and Siddhi (AYUSH) medicinal systems,
also known as holistic or naturopathy
treatments. The Indian healthcare sector is also evolving at a rapid pace and
is expected to fuel the demand for specialised diagnosticians and healthcare
services administrators.
The media and entertainment pavilion at GES 2015 was one of the most
exciting showpieces on display, rendering India as a talent house in showbiz.
Being hailed as the sunrise sector of the
Indian economy, the media & entertainment industry is expected to double its
size to around US$ 30 billion by 2020
driven by a host of factors, including
demand for local content by an increasing overseas diaspora, a maturing television and movie industry, and the growth
of digital media, as per a KPMG analysis.
However, a CII-PwC report titled India
Entertainment & Media Outlook 2014, forecasts that the sector will grow in excess of
US$ 36.49 billion by 2018, growing at a
compound annual growth rate (CAGR)
of 15 per cent between 2013 and 2018. The
overall entertainment and media industry was estimated at US$ 18.01 billion in
2013 and grew by 19 per cent over 2012.
Mr Wahi, talking from an export perspective, says, “India holds the reputa-
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expected to contribute more to this sector. In the professional services sector,
the growth in demand for services related
to accounting, tax and legal services also
offers an opportunity for SMEs.
Take for instance, World 1 Solutions,
an SME providing a broad spectrum of
consulting services and solutions for
overseas business expansion plans. At
the GES SME in Services pavilion, the
company was showcasing among other
things, a Make in India special package,
a set of core services allied to the programme for international companies
wanting to set up a factory or a facility in
India. From land parcel identification,
realty and infrastructure support to
financial and legal services like how to
set up a company, how to do a joint venture, how to secure normal regulatory
approval in India, all was included in the
package. “We have packaged all that and
then the consulting part which is basically identifying products, markets, market
research, industry analysis, staffing with
Indian operations, manpower, temporary
or contractual labour and logistical support services, custom clearing, freight
forwarding, etc.,” said Mr Manish Vig,
Founder and Managing Director, World
1 Solutions. The SME received interesting leads from companies, individuals
and delegates representing international
organisations from Spain, Japan and CIS
countries. “Japan has tremendous interest in India,” he informed.

US$ 1.5-1.6
trillion

Size of global services
sourcing by 2020. It
will triple in size from

US$ 500 billion
of today.
Another SME in the manpower space,
Acreaty, had also found a good platform
at GES 2015. “We are into exporting services, that is to say, we provide manpower
on contractual and permanent basis in
IT, retail and hospitality industry verticals
to the US. SMEs in India are realising the
importance of globalising for sustainability, as is apparent from what Ms Neeru
Anand, Director-Human Capital, Acreaty, says, “Globalisation is nowadays the
main factor for any business, whether
you are into selling of products or services. Globalisation is the one key factor,”
she emphasises.

Talent Powerhouse
Manpower is India’s strength in the

“India needs to
move ahead and
look at building a
value proposition
transforming
beyond offshoring
into a hub for
innovation...”
Rajat Wahi
Partner, Management
Consulting, KPMG India
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Services Promoted
by Services Export
Promotion Council
Healthcare Services
Legal Services
Accounting and
Auditing Services
Hotel and Tourism
Related Services
Environmental Services
Entertainment Services
Maritime Transport Related
Distribution Services
Architectural Services
Educational Services
Advertising Services
Consultancy Services
Marketing Services
Printing and
Publishing Services

coming years. India is forecast to add 100
million young to its workforce by 2025.
The implications of these indices on the
services sector need to be understood.
KPMG India provides the outlook. It is
estimated that the addressable market
for global services sourcing will triple
in size from US$ 500 billion today to
US$ 1.5–1.6 trillion in 2020. Eighty per
cent of this incremental growth will be
driven by opportunities outside the current core markets, verticals and customer
segments. “This 80 per cent incremental
growth cannot be captured by traditional
‘off-shore and low-cost’ models. With a
large population coming into the workforce by 2025, India needs to move ahead
and look at building a value proposition
transforming beyond offshoring into a
hub for innovation, and in sectors that
would be more relevant in the next 10
years, such as energy efficiency and climate change, mobile applications and
clinical research outsourcing,” Mr Wahi
explains. Undeniably, this would require
not only a skilled workforce, but also

Services Exports

structural changes within the education
system, especially tertiary education,
along with infrastructural development across both tier 1 and tier 2 cities.
Mr Wahi though feels that with a large
educated and qualified labour pool, and
a significantly large English speaking
population, service providers in India
can effectively cater to the western world
(through outsourced services).
However, India now needs to effectively market the services and skill sets of
Indian service providers among potential
international clientele. “This can create
a virtuous cycle of demand creation and
fulfillment and open up the opportunity
of service exports,” Mr Bandyopadhyay
explains. Mr Rao of ManpowerGroup
too feels that India is well equipped
to tackle the emerging market needs.
“India has the distinct advantage of the
world’s youngest demographics, the
potential to meet the skills needs of other
countries and also cater to
its own demand for skilled
manpower. This could be the
strongest competitive advantage that India will have in
the years to come,” he says.
According to ManpowerGroup’s analysis, most of
the international job opportunities for Indians are available in Middle East, North
America and North Africa.
Bigger career prospects are
open for Indians with expertise in countries like Canada,
Singapore, Oman, Kuwait,
Qatar, Germany, France,
Belgium, Denmark, Dubai,
Australia, etc. Mr Rao is
confident that while manufacturing will add another
dimension to India’s growth
story, “the services sector will
continue to be strong, given
its robust contribution in the
last 15 years and enormous
potential to drive growth by
meeting the aspirations of a
growing consuming class.”
The Prime Minister has

been indeed visionary in his outlook, as
he has voiced the need to map India’s
regional talent to match it to global trends
and demand. Given India’s diversity, to
reap its demographic dividend, such an
exercise “would help develop those specific skills which are strong in the HR
pool of one region or regional cluster,
to take advantage of the requirement of
the global business,” says Mr Wahi. He
quotes a recent MeritTrac survey focused
on the BPO industry to buttress his point.
The survey found that candidates from
eastern states of India have better voice
clarity, accent neutrality and fluency compared to candidates from other parts of
India. Apparently, once an existing talent
pool has been identified, it can be trained
to fulfill a need. Mr Rao adds, “By 2022,
India will have excess manpower of 46
million. If we can develop the skills of
these workers, then it would enable us to
place India quite differently in the global
arena.” India’s manufacturing sector, which is
clustered in nature, is at
a turning point. Indian
manufacturing resides in
its small towns, take for
instance, Surat (a hub of
diamonds), Tirupur (textiles), Chakan (auto and
auto ancillaries), Neemrana (Japanese manufacturing) and Baddi (pharma).
“By developing these
hubs and mapping their
strengths, the country can
create multiple layers of
services and strengthen
trade relations to meet the
requirements of the global
community,” says Rao.

~46 %

At ~US$ 90 billion,
computer and IT services
account for close to half
of service exports.
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“Indian financial
services sector
is recognised
as effective and
well regulated.
Our systems are
emulated...”
Sudip Bandyopadhyay
MD & CEO
Destimoney Securities
Services sector also stands to gain big
from the liberalisation of the FDI regime
in the country. As it is, services was the
largest recipient of FDI in the country
accounting for close to 18 per cent of
India’s cumulative FDI in the period
2000–2014, as per KPMG estimates.
Now in the light of the recent thrust to
FDI and the incentivisation provided
under the Make in India initiative, services sectors such as IT-BPM, tourism
& hospitality projects, as well as certain
segments in aviation, where 100 per
cent FDI is permitted under the automatic route, stand to gain big. Other
initiatives like the Services Export from
India Scheme (SEIS), which replaces
the Served from India Scheme (SFIS),
provide incentives in terms of duty credit
for service providers located in India,
regardless of their origin. “This is a positive step as it will provide greater incentive for foreign companies to offshore or
operate their service segments to India,”
says Mr Wahi.
Services@India or Opportunities@
India—It’s Advantage India as it readies
to extend better services to the world.
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Services Exports

“The growth of
manufacturing sector
is interlinked to the
development of services
sector. We have recognised
this symbiotic relationship...
in conceptualising the
Make in India initiative”
Amitabh Kant, Secretary to Government of India,
Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Department of Industrial
Policy and Promotion, on the government’s roadmap for
services sector to achieve its potential.

India is global No.2 in
terms of services sector growth. What is DIPP’s
roadmap for India to achieve
the No.1 slot?

India ranks 11th in the world
in terms of services GDP
(2013) among the top 15 countries in terms of GDP. It has
the second fastest growing
services sector @8.7 per cent,
just below China’s 10.7 per
cent (based on CAGR during
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2001–2013). However, the
share of India’s services sector in the global services trade
is only 3 per cent as compared
to 4.6 cent of China. India’s
services sector has always
served the country’s economy
well, accounting for 52.7 per
cent of India’s Gross Value
Added (GVA) at basic prices
(current prices) in 2014-15.
The services trade surplus as
a percentage of GDP stands at
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3.9 per cent in 2013-14, mainly
owing to growth in exports
(receipts) of computer, information, and telecommunications, and other businesses
services.
DIPP is the nodal Department for the Make in India
programme. The aim of the
programme is to develop
India as a manufacturing
hub. The growth of manufacturing sector is interlinked to

the development of services
sector. We have recognised
this symbiotic relationship of
infrastructure, services and
skills with the manufacturing sector in conceptualising
the Make in India initiative. It
is evident from the fact that
25 sectors identified as thrust
sectors for Make in India
span across manufacturing,
services and infrastructure.
Make in India sectors are

Services Exports

strategically selected, based
on assessment of inherent
strength of India, where
investment would provide
the infrastructure and environment for attracting and
nurturing more industries
and services and have a multiplier effect on the economy.
Identified services sectors
under the Make in India
programme are information
technology (IT) and telecom,

tourism, media and entertainment, healthcare, logistics, professional services,
educat ion, research and
development, and space.
At the GES 2015, the
Government emphasised on the importance of
FDI and opening up of more
sectors to foreign investments, like arbitration and
financial sectors. What are

the advantages of opening
up other service sectors to
FDI?

India has put in place a highly liberalised and investor
friendly policy regime where
most of the sectors including
services sectors are opened
to FDI under the automatic
route. A number of activities under service sector i.e.,
broadcasting, print media,
civil aviation, courier ser-

cove r s to ry

vices, private security agencies, telecom services, etc.,
have been opened to FDI.
In fact, FDI is also permitted in the entire range of
financial services. These
include asset information
companies, infrastructure
companies in the securities
market, insurance/pension
and non-banking financial
services. As regards, legal
services (arbitration), these
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Services Exports

are subject matter of sectoral
Ministries.
FDI can provide the necessary finance for the major
investments required for
upgrading and expanding
existing service facilities. It
is expected to improve the
range of services at better
competitive prices, along
with technology inflow.
Looking at the unprecedented growth of the
services sector and the future prospects, what kind of
enabling framework is DIPP
working on to ensure India
achieves its potential?

Thrust of this Department is
to create an investor friendly
environment and to remove
obstacles that come in the
way of doing business in
India. A series of measures
has been taken up by this
Department to improve
Ease of Doing Business. The
emphasis has been on simplification and rationalisation of the existing rules and
procedures. Information
technology is being leveraged
to make governance more
efficient and effective.
Details of initiatives in
this regard are available on
www.dipp@nic.in. Under
Make in India programme,
a dedicated portal with complete backend support up to
sectoral and state levels has
been launched globally on
September 25, 2014 in 25
thrust sectors. An Investor
Facilitation Cell has been created in Invest India to guide,
assist and handhold investors
during the entire lifecycle of
the business.
What about IPR? How
do you propose to bring
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it at par with international
standards without compromising India’s internal
interests? What are the basic
challenges that you must
counter?

India has a comprehensive
legal framework with IPR
which is consistent with
TRIPS. India has been a
founder member of WTO
and has also acceded to several WIPO administered
treaties. India is at par with
the international standards
and its comprehensive legal
framework on IPRs includes
Patent Act, 1970 (amended in
2005); Trademarks Act, 1999
(amended in 2010), Geographical Indicators of Goods
(Registration and Protection)
Act, 1999; Designs Act, 2000;
Copyright Act, 1957 (amended
in 2012), Biological Diversity
Act 2002; Protection of Plant
Varieties and Farmers Rights
Act, 2001; and Competition
Act, 2002.
There are a number of
challenges that must be countered with respect to IPR.
Firstly, the number of filing
applications by Indian applicants should improve since
patent activity is considered
to be an index of scientific
development in the country.
In terms of statistics, out of
43,674 patent applications
that were filed in India only
9,911 applications were filed
by Indian applicants which
accounts for only 22 per cent
of the total filing. Although
filing statistics shows a steady
improvement during the last
decade, a lot of catching-up
has to be done. Designs and
Trademarks show a relatively
better trend in this regard,
however there is still a lot of
scope of improvement.
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“India has put in
place a highly
liberalised and
investor friendly
policy regime
where most of the
sectors, including
services sector,
are open to FDI
under automatic
route.”
In order to improve the
filing, IP office has been
organising awareness programmes on IPR in cooperation with Industry Associations for Government, R&D
institutions, universities and
technical institutions and in
various clusters of technology especially in the area
of MSME sector. IP Office
is also organising the IPR
awareness programme in
cooperation with WIPO and
other international organisations to keep abreast with
international developments
in the field of IP.
The Government is also
intending to coordinate with
CBSE, NCERT, UGC to create awareness programmes

in schools and universities
more aggressively including
addition of a chapter on IPR
in the textbooks and syllabus
at various levels.
The other challenge is to
tackle the long-standing complaint regarding pendency
in patent applications. The
Government has in August
2014 approved of creation
of 1,033 posts in Intellectual
Property Office and has also
sanctioned a project of `258
crores for further upgradation of HR, IT facilities and
infrastructure.
The next big challenge is to
allay fears of the developed
countries regarding certain
aspects of the Patents Act.
Although all IP related Acts

Services Exports

The Prime Minister
spoke of mapping services talent regionally. Given
the regional imbalances,
skilling of workforce and
making them service ready is
a priority to fulfill India’s service sector vision. Can you
please share with us India’s
service strengths regionwise? That is, we do know
that southern states have a
rich pool of technical talent
and services. But what about
the other regions? Secondly,
won’t such concentrations
lead to disparities?

are TRIPS complaint, there
is a perception among the
developed countries that certain aspects of the Patents Act
are not TRIPS complaint.
A lot of furore has been created with respect to sector 3(d)
and compulsory licensing. The
Government of India has been
proactive in allaying these
fears and constantly engages
with the concerned stakeholders to dispel and once and for
all put such fears to rest. In
this regard, it may be noted
that over 6,000 patents on
pharmaceuticals have been
granted by India since 2005
and only miniscule number
of patents or applications for
patents have attracted the provisions of section 3(d).

As regards, a compulsory
licence, India has issued only
ONE compulsory licence
since 2005 when the product
patent regime has come into
force. Further, the Government of India has constituted
an IPR Think Tank to provide
a comprehensive national
IPR Policy. The first draft of
the policy outlined its mission as to “establish a dynamic, vibrant and balanced
intellectual property system
in India, to foster innovation
and creativity in a knowledge
economy and to accelerate
economic growth, employment and entrepreneurship”. It suggests adopting
a national slogan – “Creative
India; Innovative India”.

While inaugurating the Global Services Exhibition in New
Delhi, Prime Minister Mr
Narendra Modi outlined that
a mapping exercise of human
resources so as to identify
and develop regional specific
talents, can help India serve
as a service export hub.
Owing to a number of
reasons, different regions of
our country have evolved as
centres of excellence for different services. For example,
the Indian IT & ITeS sector
primarily operates through
Tier-1 cities of six major states,
including Karnataka, Andhra
Pradesh, Maharashtra, Tamil
Nadu, Haryana and Uttar
Pradesh. However, due to saturating infrastructure facilities in these states, the base
is now shifting towards tier 2
and 3 cities such as Ahmedabad, Jaipur, Guwahati and
Chandigarh. The major hubs
of media and entertainment
are based in National Capital
Region, Maharashtra, West
Bengal, Andhra Pradesh
and Karnataka. Nurses from
Kerala have also made an
enormous reputation across
the world and are also ubiquitous in hospitals across India.
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The idea behind a comprehensive assessment of
this pool is not to aggravate
regional concentrations of
service strengths, but to
ensure that we are able to
better utilise both talents and
infrastructure (such as existing and proposed network of
training and training centres)
in the most efficient way.
What are the strengths
of the SMEs in the
services sector. Please summarise it for us?

The MSME sector constitutes a vital and increasing
component in India’s output,
employment and exports.
The 3.61 crore MSMEs, contributing 37.5 per cent of the
country’s GDP, have a critical
role in boosting industrial
growth. The sector provides
employment to over 80 million persons.
The sector through more
than 6,000 products contributes about 8 per cent to GDP
besides 45 per cent to the
total manufacturing output
and 40 per cent to the exports
from the country. The MSME
sector has the potential to
spread industrial growth
across the country. The sector
is increasingly adopting best
practices and innovating.
MSME sector is one of the
thrust sectors of the Make in
India programme. Make in
India programme is aimed
to facilitate investment, foster innovation, enhance skill
development, protect intellectual property, and build
best-in-class manufacturing
infrastructure. I hope that
this initiative will give a boost
to the services sector by providing a conducive environment for its development.
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Teabox

Out of the
Box & How!
Teabox is not any conventional startup story. It is revolutionising, democratising and making accessible the Indian tea industry and its aromatic treasures to a worldwide consumer
base—all on the internet. The t-commerce retailer has investors gung-ho and consumers hooked as they reach out for their
morning cuppa fresh from Indian tea gardens. By sangita thakur varma

F

or a young company (it was
founded in 2012), the international fan following that it
has gathered is remarkable.
What’s even more astounding is that the entire storm brewing
is in a tea cup, or a Teabox to be more
accurate, and is being generated by a
rather young man helming this innovative enterprise. Kaushal Dugar, Founder
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and CEO, Teabox, is not your average
entrepreneur content with starting a
business and keeping it going. The Singapore Management University (SMU)
alumnus always displayed a visionary
streak—at age six he had his first brush
with enterprise launching a paid lending library; at SMU, he went on to lead
the largest entrepreneurship society as
its Founding President; and in 2010, he

floated Sandbox—a human knowledge
bank. Sandbox is an ideas community that selects and mentors under 30
innovators and achievers and connects
them to each other, with the vision to
creating a global community of young
and dynamic managers. Books to Read,
another of his ventures, is a non-profit
book bank for underprivileged school
children of developing nations that has

Teabox
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Fresh & Tempting A novel market approach and deep affinity with today’s changing consumers who
seek more than just tea in the teacup enable Teabox to pack quite a punch in its aromatic brews.

donated more than 100,000 books till
date. Recipient of the inaugural SMU
Rising Star Alumni Award in 2014,
Dugar’s early initiatives gave an insight
into the innovation and leadership that
would bloom with Teabox.

Unconventional Blend
What brought the bright finance analyst
back from Singapore and into this traditional industry is an interesting story.
Dugar reminisces, “Studying and living
in Singapore for eight years shaped my
career.” It was also a time well spent for
this youngster from India who went
about setting up two companies, one in
e-waste management and the other in
luxury limousine service. The limousine
story is part of Dugar folklore. It is said
that the SMU graduate convinced two
rich Singaporeans to lend him their

BMW and Maserati Quattroporte and
that’s how he launched the car rental
service. The following four year stint at
KPMG as a corporate financial analyst
with a diversified portfolio of clients
sharpened his marketing acumen and in
the booming Indian economy he saw his
opportunity. “I decided to return to India
to explore my options here,” Dugar says.
The Siliguri-based lad returned to his
roots to work for his elder brother who
runs a tea export business. “Working
there showed me another side to the
business from what I had seen with my
father.” Dugar explains his observation
digging a little further back into family history and that of traditional tea
plantations in India. For now, here were
the seeds of his golden opportunity. “I
saw the infrastructure that was being
used to take the teas from gardens to
the consumer and was surprised at
how dated it was. And in these challenges, I saw a great opportunity for
change,” he explains. His faculties had
been sharpened abroad and helped
him think like a dispassionate observer.
“This outsider thinking was important
because it enabled me to wriggle free
of the constricting assumptions of the
industry insider. It also enabled me to
import ideas and practices from other
industries and cultures and apply them

to every aspect of strategy—including
product development, organisation and
marketing.” These skill sets, in combination with his first-hand experience with
tea industry (given family background
in tea), were the driving forces behind
setting up Teabox. But what actually set
him to start his own e-commerce entrepreneurial tea venture was an astute
observation. “Over the last few years,
we’ve witnessed the emergence of a new
kind of quality conscious consumer
segment the world over—one that isn’t
looking for just high quality tea. These
tea consumers are also engaging in fulfilling their need for learning, discovery,
adventure and experience—something
which we refer to as the ‘Third wave of
tea’.” Teabox is geared to address this.
Growing up at the foothills of the
Himalyas amid the fragrant tea plantations had imbued Dugar with a love
for all things tea. “Ten minutes out of
Siliguri, the air changes and its fresh
and clean. A mere 20 minutes from
the town, you are already in the tea
gardens… You must remember we are
at the foothills of the Himalayas! It is
mystical and beautiful. And the lush
tea gardens are a sight for sore eyes...
The huge machines fascinated me and
I used to like watching how the fresh
tea leaves were transformed into the
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Teabox

tea we consumed,” reminisces the tea
lover. This devotion was what fuelled
his determination to change the face
of the 200-year old tradition-bound
industry that Dugar felt was hampered
by the legacy systems. Indian teas like
Darjeeling, Assam, Kangra and Nilgiri
are iconic brands and their flavours
synonymous with the regions, as are the
wines of France, whiskeys of Scotland
or the chocolates of Switzerland, yet
they lacked global mindshare unlike the
reputed Earl Grey. Teabox moved in to
fill the space of a premium Indian tea
brand with a novel business model.

Disruptive Design
Some traditional practices of tea trade
still survive, for instance, book-keeping
by hand and a large chain of touch and
feel distribution and retail model dotted
with a number of agents and the auction
system that make the farm-to-cup journey complex and long. At the same time,
new marketing models are also making inroads rapidly. Dugar established
his model on the twin foundations of
technology and internet, in a bid to
overcome the inherent shortcomings.
“The Indian tea industry is the world’s
second largest producer and fourth
largest exporter of tea. The entire value
chain comprising scores of middle men,
including brokers, importers, wholesalers, distributors, etc took inordinately
long time for teas, once produced, to
reach the end consumer,” Dugar
explains the market mechanics. The
time taken to reach the market ranges
anywhere between three and six months
from the gardens to hit the shelves of
retail stores and by then most teas have
lost their aroma, flavour and taste. Most
importantly, the cost has increased x
number of times. “It is the freshness of
the tea that really determines the quality of it,” says the tea entrepreneur. The
kernel of his business idea based on the
premise of shortening the time span
between the cup and the lip literally, saw
Teabox working hard on its retail model
with a vengeance. It whittled down the
‘tea time to consumers’ from three to six
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The Perfect Blend Teabox, with its international staffing model, has got the perfect ingredients

to fix the right brew—energetic, committed, visionary, hardworking, passionate and driven.

months to seven days from the time of
manufacture by ensuring its presence
at the source for the freshest pick up
and the fastest delivery. Teabox has temperature and humidity controlled warehouses at the source where it stores the
teas almost as soon as they are procured
fresh from the production centres. “This
gives us the first access to high quality
teas immediately after production,” he
says. In the span of the next 48 hours,
the teas are checked, vacuum-packed
and dispatched to fulfilment centres in
major markets, where they are then sent
to consumer destinations through the
logistics network of Teabox.
Teabox.com lists the largest selection
of single estate teas online—150 single
estate teas drawn from more than 100
tea estates across India and Nepal. Each
product page carries with it the details
of its origin, the date of picking, and a
detailed description of the tea notes—
much like how it is done with the fine
wines. “This sort of approach is new,
especially in the context of teas from
India and Nepal. It is a fairly simple
distribution model. Customers from any
part of the world can choose from over
200 varieties of teas listed on our portal.
Once the order has been placed, we ship
them out within 24 hours to any address
across the world. The teas typically reach

the customer within a week,” explains
Dugar. Over 95 per cent of its customers
reside outside India.

Freshly Brewed
In the fiercely competitive and tradition
bound industry, the core strategy of the
company centres on providing superior
customer experience and service to
customers. “We at Teabox are enabling
tea drinkers around the world to experience the taste and quality of fresh teas.
This forms the core of our approach
and everything we do stems from this
strategy,” says Dugar. Sure enough, each
of the company’s innovative approaches
are designed with its consumer interface
in mind—jargon free modern communication, small packages based on customer feedback, free samples of other
premium products with ordered pack,
among others. The t-commerce (online
tea) company has a dedicated tech team
for each of its processes. One of their
jobs is to ensure that Teabox is the premium company to be thrown up in SEO
searches online. Once curious tea consumers log on to the website, they are
offered personalised recommendations
based on Teabox’s 53 tea profiles.
The results are showing as reveals the
tech-savvy ‘teapreneur’, “At a fundamental level, we are using the power of inter-

Teabox

net to democratise the industry. Over
the course of the last two years, we’ve
delivered teas to 75 countries.” The list
includes countries which wouldn’t ordinarily figure in the list of tea-importing
countries, such as, the Micronesian
islands, Chile, Argentina and even
Iraq—Teabox is now opening the doors
to this obscure club by enabling customers from any part of the world to be able
to access premium quality, fresh teas.
Setting up Teabox required Dugar to
work on an international scale. This
involved setting up a worldwide logistics
network, domestic procurement and
logistics chain reducing the number of
intermediaries and dependencies, packaging, and an understanding of international consumer tastes and markets
among other things. There was also the
need for a strong team which in a small
town like Siliguri was a challenge. Dugar
overcame this impediment by hiring
people from across the world and outsourcing many of the company’s operations. However, as he says, “The growth
of a startup hinges on the scalability
of the first few hires.” He considers it
“very lucky” that Teabox got on board
exceptionally talented and hardworking
individuals who are very self-driven and
focussed. “Over the last two years, we’ve
built a great team consisting of passionate and driven individuals who believe
in the vision. And we are glad that our
investment partners are also fully on
board with our vision for this category,”
he remarks. The recent hires have come
in from top of the line companies in
the US and India and will work across
multiple functions, including consumer
research, product, design and technology. The reason behind the hiring drive
is, as Dugar shares, “We have invested
in the idea of setting up a state of the
art R&D centre led and managed by
food technologists with a great deal of
experience in our target markets—a
first in tea retail. The company is also
reportedly exploring the idea of setting
up experiential stores in key target markets like US and Russia and wants to
set up new sourcing centres in Assam,

Nilgiri and Kangra and a cold storage at
Siliguri. Besides, they are working on a
new brand image and on the processes
to enhance desktop and mobile user
experience for customers.
In a traditional market that still thrives
on handpicking to ensure perfection
and where auction is a necessity for
exporters to taste the tea and connoisseurs to declare the quality of a tea
before it is picked up for export, Dugar
remains unfazed over the disadvantage
of his online model. He has the tech
advantage of algorithms that can predict
the demand for a particular variety, let
him know which tea will peak in which
season and through internal analysis of
past sales let him work on his pricing
strategy, communication strategy and
sales goals. The other advantage comes
from the knowledge of his market.

Tempting Teapot
“I started with an initial investment of
`500,000 largely drawn from my own
savings,” reveals Dugar talking about
the financial model. However, it was
not long before investors from across
the world came smelling the freshly
breweing success story. “For one, the
opportunity is huge. The global tea
market is currently valued at over US$
40–60 billion,” he gives the reason, adding, “We’ve grown by 10 times over the

Kaushal Dugar
Founder & CEO, Teabox
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last one year.” Teabox seems to be on
the path to become the first consumerfocused premium tea e-tailer with the
Made in India brand and a worldwide
consumer base as it recently raised US$
6 million in Series A funding led by
JAFCO Asia and with participation from
Accel Partners, Keystone Group LP and
Dragoneer Investment Group. In 2014,
Teabox had US$ 1 million in seed funding from Accel Partners and Horizen
Ventures.
One of the investors, Robert Bass of
Keystone Group LP, first discovered
Teabox as a tea drinker. “He is a devout
tea drinker and he loved the product
so much that he went on to participate
in this round of investment. There
couldn’t have been a bigger testament
to the quality of our product,” he adds
proudly. The reason for Teabox becoming an investors’ delight could also be in
the fact that India is experiencing “the
second wave of e-commerce” as Dugar
says. The first wave consisting of large
scale e-commerce companies such as
Flipkart or Amazon primarily solved for
convenience and did it by using levers
such as price, selection and good, reliable
customer support. However, they did
not fully replace the existing retailers.
“e-Commerce players like Teabox are part
of a second generation that is focussed
on the vertical integration of manufacturing, branding, and distribution—while
upending the traditional retail model in
the process,” Dugar elaborates.
Technology has surely freed tea from
the traditional brick and mortar retail set
up enabling it to travel many thousand
miles in a remarkably short time span to
provide a consumer the desired morning cuppa. Tea is an experiential drink
with legendary therapeutic properties.
Companies like Teabox that have understood this connect have the advantage
of greater control over consumer experience and hence could be the winners in
the longer term over players who generally favour volume over quality, ignoring
the emotional aspects of their products
and brands. It’s a much needed change
in a Teabox.
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MyDentist

Everyone’s
Dentist

MyDentist is working hard on its pan India presence to
become dentist for all.
By binita singh
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MyDentist

I

n June this year, Total Dental
Care Pvt Ltd that runs the
popular dental care chain
MyDentist with more than 100
clinics and 500 dental doctors,
raised `500 crore in Series C funding from LGT Venture Philanthropy
and existing investors Seedfund and
Asian Healthcare Fund. This round
was led by LGT Venture Philanthropy
(LGT VP), a global investing organisation founded by LGT, the Asset
Management group and Private
Banking arm of the Princely House of
Liechtenstein. The new investments
will fund the chain’s expansion plans
in more cities in the country. So, what
is the unique business premise of
this startup that is attracting investors
to pump in more funds?

It is noteworthy that MyDentist has
not only established a chain of 103 clinics in a short period of four and half
years but also a sterling reputation to
go with it. Vikram Vohra, Co-Founder
and CEO, MyDentist says, “We started
the business to fill in the gaps in the
existing treatment process. At MyDentist, the patient will be told the cost of
his treatment in advance; he will know
why he is getting treated. He will get
a free x-ray and consultation. He can
choose to proceed with treatment or
take a second opinion. He gets a printed bill, his records are on our cloud
system and he can pay by cash/card
and even choose an EMI. Our rate card
is also on our website. We try to keep
a minimum wait time and our staff
is trained to have empathy towards
patients. We also operate longer hours,
12 hours a day for 6 days a week in
shifts. Over 60 per cent of our patients
come in through referrals.”
The transparency of the system
speaks for the referrals perhaps, and
the speed to scale of MyDentist. With
clinics spread across Greater Mumbai, Pune, Surat and Ahmedabad,
MyDentist has become the go to dental
care specialist of the middle class in
the western belt. As Vohra says, “The
affordability, accessibility and word
of mouth has ensured that we have
treated over 300,000 individuals.”
MyDentist has built a staff strength of
1,000 across Maharashtra and Gujarat,
including 400 dentists.
A robust training schedule, standard
operating procedures and an audit
team ensure that processes are followed across the chain. As regards
qualified workforce, Vohra has not
found it a problem, as early on he discovered that “giving responsibility, flexibility and a growth path attracts the
best” in the industry. Today, MyDentist
has personnel from reputed colleges
like Nair, GDC (Mumbai, Ahmedabad,
Nagpur, etc), YMT, BVP and Manipal
and follows a stringent hiring process
for dentists. The startup also conducts
campus recruitments at GDC and BVP
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colleges to attract fresh talent. Vohra is
proud of the fact that over 80 per cent
of MyDentist’s staff strength across all
categories is women.
The idea of MyDentist germinated
from Vohra’s business visits to dental
clinics. Post his engineering and MBA,
he was working abroad and had done
stints at Lionbridge and ICICI Bank
before deciding to start on his own. “In
2009, I used to visit dentists and supplied them dental equipment,” reminisces Vohra. It was during the long
waiting periods along with the patients
at these clinics and through his interactions with a number of them that he
realised how most often a patient did
not know why he was being treated or
what the treatment would cost. “The
waiting periods were long and the
process left the patients dissatisfied.
We felt if we started a new system, one
where the patient was at the heart of
everything; where doctors had time to
talk to him and treatment was affordable and yet used the best technologies,
then we may succeed in the business,”
says Vohra.
Market insights further provided
a glimpse into the huge opportunity
waiting to be tapped. “Almost 40 per
cent of Indians have never gone to a
dental clinic. This was both an opportunity to expand as well as serve,” says
Vohra adding, “We swam against the
tide and created something new in
India—an affordable dental chain. Our
business model is based on keeping
the customer needs first while simultaneously managing scale. The creation
of a brand, the investment in technology, cloud based IT infrastructure, hiring the right team and investment in
training have all come together to create the business model,” he explains.
Starting out in the free space given
by a charitable institution and working with an affordable rate model, “we
yet made money”, says Vohra. Soon
enough the business expanded to four
clinics with personal loans and credit
card loans. Though, the company could
service these loans, it was neither a
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MyDentist

sustainable model nor one that would
help them expand fast. It was a chance
meeting with his former Lionbridge
boss, Anand Lunia, at the time working with VC firm Seedfund Advisors,
that made Vohra and team realise that
they could get funding to create a chain
provided they shared equity. “We shut
our old clinics and Seedfund incubated
us in 2010. We proved we could meet
the deadlines set by Seedfund. They

subsequently gave us another round
of funding too. While the company
remained Total Dental Care Ltd, we
created a brand MyDentist,” explains
Vohra. It was Seedfund that connected
Vohra and team to R Shriram, founder
of Crosswords who worked with them
to create the brand architecture and
helped them coin the brand name
MyDentist. Lemon Design were the
design advisors that helped the brand

Best in Class: MyDentist has perfected the art of scale without compromising on quality. It has been
successful in attracting a large pool of talent from top dental colleges with its unique mix of responsibility
and flexibility that promises young doctors a level playing field. The patients are, of course, smiling all the
way, at this easy on pocket oral healthcare. MyDentist is now planning to spread the cheer pan India.
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associate with the unforgettable hues
of vibrant green that has brought it
instant recall value. Subsequently,
MyDentist, raised Series B funding of
`50 crore from Seedfund and Asian
Healthcare Fund.
Though initially attracting dentists to
the fold was difficult for the fledgling
outfit, it soon had no difficulty in selling its vision to them. “Our model
offers the dentists the ability to just
focus on treating patients without
investing in place, equipment and
these are major fixed costs.”
For younger dentists, joining MyDentist was more attractive as against the
standalone practice of a senior dentist
for a pittance for the exposure and the
profit that the chain offered. “We work
on treatments ranging from less than
`500 to some which cost upwards of
`3 lakhs. We have a re-training period
after which a dentist can start practising. We invest in regular training. Our
dentist can grow and become head of
a clinic, of a cluster and have a robust
growth plan,” Vohra explains the
advantages. It is hence not surprising
that the initial team of eight dentists is
still working with the chain and they
are now Dental Directors. MyDentist
also has tie-ups with a panel of doctors
for special treatments like braces, dentures, etc.
Becoming the largest dental chain
in India is no small feat. And now
with a changed brand positioning, the
dental chain is targeting to bring the
entire family within its ambit with the
tag line Sabka dentist MyDentist. “We
want MyDentist to be the paradigm
change in dentistry and raise the bar
of dental treatment in India by making
it accessible and available to all. We
are trying to achieve this by building
a highly scalable and commercially
viable model by making it independent
of individuals and geographies,” says
Vohra discussing his future vision.
With its remarkable growth trajectory and visionary outlook, MyDentist
is well on track to gift several Indians
their best smile.
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Handmade Success

New initiatives to align Indian handicrafts and handlooms
to global trends are finding new markets.
by Charu Bahri
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I

f handicrafts and handlooms
reflect the richness of a
country’s culture and traditions, India is wealthy beyond
compare. The handicrafts
and handlooms sector is the second
biggest employer in India, gainfully occupying close to 13 million
artisans. It is also a sunrise export
avenue. Handicraft exports grew by
around 18 per cent in 2014 in value
terms, from `23,504 crore in the previous year to `27,746 crore. Thanks
to the rising demand for gift articles,
apparel, home furnishing and décor
products and furniture from the USA,
UK, Europe, Latin America, Middle
East, Japan and Australia, the Export Promotion Council for
Handicrafts has ambitious targets for the ongoing year. What
also bodes well for the sector is the announcement of the new
Merchandise Exports from India Scheme (MEIS) merging
five existing schemes and providing incentives in the form of
freely-transferable Duty Credit Scrips, which can be used for
the payment of customs duty, excise duty and service tax.
“This year we are targeting exports worth `29,135 crore,” said
Lekhraj Maheshwari, Chairman, Export Promotion Council
for Handicrafts (EPCH). Considering that India accounts for
just 2 per cent of the global handicrafts trade, plenty of scope
exists for exports to grow.

To Market
Government support is proving invaluable for improving
the overseas prospects for handicrafts and handlooms.
Through the appointed nodal body EPCH, the government
is organising international fairs and festivals to help Indian
handicraft exporters to make inroads in new overseas markets.
“Festivals are an engaging way for potential customers to get
familiarised with Indian handicrafts. Craftsmen take part in
these events, they actually demonstrate their craft ‘live’ for
the benefit of visitors, which generates a lot of interest,” says
Maheshwari. “Themed pavilion and live demonstrations
of handloom techniques effectively showcase the unique
selling propositions and aesthetics of Indian handlooms at
international fairs. Such participation and holding buyer
seller meets in non-traditional and emerging markets has
helped vendors tap markets like Hong Kong, China, Russia
and Australia,” says R Anand, Executive Director, Handloom
Export Promotion Council (HEPC).
Back home, India International Handwoven Fair has
become a sought after annual affair in Chennai, with its array
of cultural events and fashion shows. Developing overseas
buyers’ taste for Indian handlooms and handicrafts does
more than open markets out of the country. It has encouraged
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“Festivals are an
engaging way for
potential customers
to get familiarised
with Indian
crafts...Craftsmen
demonstrate their
crafts live...”
Lekhraj Maheshwari, Chairman,

Export Promotion Council for Handicrafts

some reputed global fashion brands to source raw materials
from India. “Overseas fashion houses appreciate the intricacy
of Indian crafts and have a distinct interest in them. Dior is
working with Indian embroideries, Hermes has worked with
patolas in the past,” observes fashion designer Aneeth Arora.

Platform for Success
In providing a new sales platform with a wide reach, online
commerce is helping handicraft and handloom vendors to tap
new retail markets in India and overseas. Gaatha, Craftsvilla
and FabIndia are a few companies catering to online buyers.
The government has taken steps to further grow sales via
this medium. Several government agencies including the
Union Ministry of Textiles, the Export Promotion Council
for Handicrafts, the Karnataka Small Scale Industries
Association, the Federation of Indian Micro and Small &
Medium Enterprises and the National Centre for Design and
Product Development have entered into an agreement with
Flipkart to provide an online marketing platform to handloom
weavers. Flipkart will provide weavers valuable market
intelligence and logistical support to scale up. Additionally,
the government is amending policies concerning online sales
in favour of sectoral growth. “Simplifying documentation
for exports and extending the benefit of MEIS to notified
goods despatched via courier or foreign post office from
e-commerce and SEZ units will help sellers with an online
presence,” observes Anand.
Innovative start-ups are also helping artisans get organised
for online sales. Banna Creations streamlines the online business process for handicraft makers and co-creates products
with them, while Craftisan is a curated marketplace for artisanal products and Go-Coop charges artisans a subscription
fee to showcase their products online.

Product Makeover
There’s a strong need for handmade products to be in sync
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Top 10 Export
Destinations
For Handicrafts
(excluding hand
knotted carpets)
(April 2014 to
March 2015)
Top10 Export
Destinations
for Handloom
Products
(April 2014 to
January 2015)
1 USA (` 539 crore)
2 UK (` 157 crore)
3 Germany (` 135 crore)
4 France (` 80 crore)
5 Italy (` 78 crore)
6 Australia (` 72 crore)
7 Japan (` 55 crore)
8 Netherlands (` 50 crore)
9 Saudi Arabia (` 44 crore)
10 Spain (` 43 crore)

1 USA (` 7,229.73 crore)
2 UK (` 2,639.51 crore)
3 UAE (` 2,506.28 crore)
4 Germany (` 2,087.98 crore)
5 France (` 1,212.54 crore)
6 Latin American Countries
(` 1,106.40 crore)
7 Italy (` 916.44 crore)
8 Netherlands (` 793.52 crore)
9 Canada (` 618.27 crore)
10 Australia (` 540.73 crore)

with current fashion trends to make them relevant to greater
numbers of buyers over the long term. Arora is of the firm
opinion that simply showcasing a certain handloom in
one season doesn’t help crafts people—“they need steady
business and revenue to sustain their livelihoods.” To meet
this need, Arora works with select groups, providing crafts
people design inputs and challenging them to reinvent their
craft. “After all we have to come up with fresh lines season
after season,” she explains, adding that their response has
been amazing. Arora’s label Péro retails in India and overseas.
Overseas demand for Indian handlooms, according to
her, “comes from modern countries with almost no textile
heritage to speak of, such as some of the European countries.
It also comes from countries like Japan, which boasts of an
ancient textile heritage.” Caravan Craft is another brand that
is addressing the need to make products aligned to global
fashion trends. “Essentially, we’re bridging the gap between
contemporary consumer desires and traditional skills,” says
founder Kunal Sachdev.

Skilling Anew
Providing sufficient stimulating opportunities to weavers
and crafts people encourages the next generation of
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communities traditionally engaged with crafts to continue
the art. Significantly, Caravan Craft has been working towards
up-skilling a substantial number of artisans across different
forms by providing communities with training opportunities
relevant to market needs. It has received funding from the
public sector entity National Skill Development Corporation
for engaging artisans across the value chain.
Capacity enhancement and skill building are also top priorities of the government. HEPC’s focus is the export-oriented
business owners and those with such potential. It organises
awareness programmes on visual merchandising, export procedures, design trends and policy framework for handloom
manufacturers and exporters. The Handicrafts & Carpet Sector Skill Council, an initiative of the Export Promotion Council for Handicrafts and the Carpets Export Promotion Council,
focuses on skill development for the handicrafts and carpet
sector. Its mandate is to identify skill gaps, identify potential
training institutions and create standards to make it easy to
train artisans anew and teach crafts to designers, entrepreneurs and students.

Creating Awareness
Patronising Indian handmade products can help preserve a
rich crafts heritage. It is also good for the economy as it promotes employment. “Most handicraft units are in the small
scale sector, typically with an average turnover of between `2
crore and `5 crore, and are manpower intensive,” says Avinash Khanna, Director-Owner, A G Exports Inc, Moradabad,
a metal handicrafts unit catering mostly to markets in USA,
Latin America and Europe. To create awareness about the
social implications of buying handmades among foreign buyers, buying agents, designers, importers and Indian missions,
HEPC has released a book, Indian Handwovens Sourcing Directory. At the same time, brand building is a priority to reinforce
the attention paid to quality control. “We have created an
audio-video film on the Handloom Mark to generate awareness about Indian handlooms,” adds Anand.
Discerning customers set great score on transparency—
knowing the source of the product to ensure that the artisans
get their rightful dues. With this in mind, three National Institute of Design (NID) alumni have launched Gaatha, meaning
story, an initiative under NID’s National Design Business
Incubator, to promote the sale of handmade products through
a model that stands out for emphasising engagement. Gaatha
Co-Founder Sumiran Pandya and the team behind it have
visited each of the various artisan creators of the apparel and
accessories, gift articles, toys, stationary, paintings and home
décor products on offer. “We experience their way of life for a
few days to get a feel for their craft and what their livelihood
means to them,” Pandya explains. In design and even mode
of sale, Indian handmades are going chic. The various initiatives being taken to help craftspeople get the right value for
their craft certainly bode well for the sector.
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Auto Component

An Essential Component
From local vendor partners of OEMs to explorers of distant
export markets, India’s auto component players have come
a long way. by SAnjay k ojha

A

utomobile manufacturers across the world have
grown bullish on India
over the years. With
abundant availability of
high quality workforce at competitive
costs and geographical proximity to
ASEAN, Japan, Korean and European
countries, foreign automobile manufacturers want to make India as their
export hub. According to a report published by Deloitte, India is expected to
become a major automobile manufacturing hub and the third largest market
for automobiles by 2020.
This surge in the Indian automotive
market with deep forward and backward linkages is set to translate into
high velocity growth in the Indian automotive component sector as well. As
per a report by Automotive Component

Manufacturers Association of India
(ACMA), the auto component industry
can emerge as a key engine of India’s
economic and manufacturing growth,
contributing 3.6 per cent of GDP by
2020, up from the current level of 2.2
per cent. According to a report by the
Confederation of Indian Industry (CII),
the Indian auto component industry is
set to become the third largest in the
world by 2025.

A Sector is Born
The New Industrial Policy of 1991,
followed by Auto Policy, 2002, provided
an enabling environment to the auto
component industry to induct new
technologies and produce high quality
competent products. “Several Indian
auto ancillaries who were initially
developed as local vendors for global

automotive original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs) have also
started supplying to the OEMs’ overseas
plants, resulting in rising export
share. Further, various acquisitions by
domestic auto ancillaries have resulted
in new customer additions supporting
export growth,” says Subrata Ray,
Senior Group Vice President, ICRA.
India is now a supplier of automobile
components to global players such
as General Motors, Toyota, Ford
and Volkswagen, amongst others.
Europe accounted for 38 per cent of
exports followed by Asia at 25 per cent
and North America at 21 per cent,
says ACMA annual report 2013-14.
While exports to Europe increased
by 14.5 per cent in 2013-14 over the
corresponding previous fiscal, exports
to Latin America and Asia registered
a growth of 16.5 per cent and 5.4 per
cent respectively against 2012-13. As
per the report, drive train, engine and
electrical parts have mainly driven the
growth of auto components’ exports.
The report sees India as a global hub
for small engines, with its increased
manufacturing in the country for
export purpose. According to ACMA,
there is potential to export components
worth US$ 20 billion to China, with the
real ‘addressable opportunity’ pegged
at US$ 7.5 billion. India exported
auto parts worth US$ 314 million in
2013-14, recording triple growth in
past four years from US$ 103 million
in 2009-10. ACMA Automechanika
New Delhi 2015, held in February, saw
participation from over 200 Chinese
companies, many of whom evinced
their interest in importing Indian
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“Over the medium to
long term duration,
the domestic
automotive as well
as auto component
industries are
expected to grow at a
healthy pace...”
Subrata Ray

“We have to change
our mindset to get
to zero defects, right
from development
concept down
to production
shipment...”
Vishal Agarwal

Senior Group Vice President, ICRA

President, Yudo Hot Runner India

manufactured auto components.
Besides, an event held on June 7–8
in Cairo saw more than 40 leading
Indian auto component manufacturers
showcasing their aftermarket products
to the Egyptian spare part dealers,
distributors, importers and original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs) of
cars, trucks and motorcycles.
Ramesh Suri, President, ACMA,
appreciates the role played by the
OEMs in the growth of the Indian auto
components industry. Today, India
exports auto components to more than
160 countries and the market has been
growing at 15 per cent per annum over
the past six years. “The OEMs have
helped the auto component sector in
India absorb global best practices,”
says Suri. Global automakers operating in India are now looking to source
parts locally in order to cut costs in a

market dominated by cheap small cars
and the move is set to throw open new
growth opportunities for the Indian
auto component sector. “In the auto
sector, India has emerged as the hub
for value for money vehicles. The thrust
on manufacturing will help boost the
GDP, which in turn will boost the auto
industry. The other important effect of
this call will be the increased investments in infrastructure which will
boost the commercial vehicle industry.
Overall, this will have a positive impact
and see the component industry grow
at a faster pace. Further, ‘zero defect’
will enhance India’s image and competitive position in the global market,”
says Ajay Tandon, MD & CEO, Tata
AutoComp Systems Limited.
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Growth Saga
In the current fiscal, ICRA expects the

domestic auto component industry
to grow by 9–11 per cent, supported
by volume growth in the domestic
passenger vehicle and medium and
heavy commercial vehicles (M&HCV)
industry apart from healthy export
growth. “Whilst the actual data for the
component industry for fiscal 2014-15
is awaited, we expect the component
industry to grow in the range of 8–10
per cent. The industry is expected to
pick up in the second half of FY16
and beyond into FY17. That apart, the
performance on the export front has
also been robust and auto component
export is expected to have grown by
over 10 per cent compared to 5.4 per
cent in FY14,” said Suri. “Over the
medium to longer term duration, the
domestic automotive as well as auto
component industries are expected
to grow at a healthy pace given rising
disposable income, improving road
infrastructure, low vehicle penetration
levels as compared to other developing
nations and weak public transport
infrastructure,” reasons Ray.
According to a July 2014 report by
ACMA, exports by the Indian auto component industry grew from US$ 5.1 billion in 2008-09 to US$ 10.2 billion in
2013-14, at a compound annual growth
rate (CAGR) of 15 per cent over these
six years. The sector witnessed export
growth of around 17 per cent during the
first six months of financial year 201415, the report said. In addition, exports
are projected to reach US$ 12 billion by
FY 2015-16 and add up to US$ 30 billion by FY 2020-21, the report added.
“We strongly feel that given a stable and
conducive policy regime, the component industry will be able to reach the
mark of US$ 100 billion by 2020 with
exports growing to US$ 30–40 billion
and turnover from overseas assets of
Indian auto component manufacturers
growing from the current US$ 6 billion
to US$ 20–22 billion,” Suri says.

Government Stimulus
The Government of India allowed 100
per cent foreign direct investment (FDI)

A u t o C o m p o n e nt

in the automobile and component sectors under the automatic route in 2002.
Other government policies like Auto
Policy 2002, Automotive Mission Plan
2006–16 and National Mission for Electric Mobility 2020 have also provided
stimulus to the component sector.
Ray appreciates the fact that several
state governments provide additional
incentives like land at concessional rate,
tax incentive and special incentives for
mega projects to attract investment and
generate local employment. “Then,
there are area specific benefits (like
excise duty waiver, income tax holiday)
for greenfield units in Uttarakhand,
J&K, Northeast region and Himachal
Pradesh,” he adds. For players in the
small & medium scale enterprises
(SMEs), the central government is
providing various incentives like Credit
Link Capital Subsidy Scheme (CLCSC)
and Technology Upgradation Fund

Scheme (TUFS), whereas state governments have also provided subsidies
(electricity exemption, tax reliefs) to
encourage entrepreneurship and provide local employment.

“The thrust on
manufacturing
will help boost the
GDP, which in turn
will boost the auto
industry...commercial
vehicle industry.”

“The OEMs have
helped the auto
component sector
absorb global best
practices...to reach
the mark of US$ 100
billion by 2020...”

Ajay Tandon

MD & CEO, Tata AutoComp Systems Ltd

Global Competitiveness
In the last one decade, India has
witnessed global auto OEMs aggressively expanding their operations in
the country. In order to withstand the
competition, Indian auto component
manufacturers are resorting to automation solutions to reduce manufacturing
costs and increase the production of
high quality products. Vishal Agarwal,
President, Yudo Hot Runner India, a
Korean automation solution provider,
says, “Now, there is hardly any kind of
automation which we are not capable of
doing especially for automotive industry. In fact today our own machining
factory is equipped and designed for

Ramesh Suri

President, ACMA
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Export Destinations:
Share of top10 countries in
percentage terms
34.01%
Europe

0.19%

Oceania

0.90%

Africa

1.21%

Latin America
& the Caribbean

6.46%

57.23%

North
America

Asia

Source: Department of Commerce, Government of India

24 hours unmanned operation with
all automation. He further adds, “We
have to change our mindset to get to
zero defects, right from development
concept down to production shipment,
keeping in mind not just the product,
but everything around the product and
including automation, online inspection along with all best possible business practices.”
With R&D spending in domestic
auto component sector low at about
0.4–0.5 per cent of sales, Ramesh says,
“Today, the component sector in India
is worth a US$ 35.13 billion industry.
The industry envisions transforming
itself from being a ‘build-to-print’ sector to one that is ‘art-to-part’. To make
this a reality, the industry will have to
focus on innovation, R&D and new
product development, which are also
the key to make the industry globally
competitive.”
The Make in India initiative has been
received enthusiastically by the industry, especially foreign players based in
India. For instance, Honda of Japan has
recently announced a fresh investment
of `9.65 billion (US$ 156 million) to
raise its capacity to manufacture both
motorcycles and cars in India. “The
campaign has also reinstated investor
confidence in India,” says Ramesh.
With the adoption of newer technologies and systematic R&D, the auto
component sector is set for leapfrog
growth in the times ahead.
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Building
with Panache

Real estate player M3M India has carved a niche for
itself in the uber luxe bracket with properties that vie
for the eyeball. By binita singh

U

ltra luxe living has
arrived in India, thanks
to real estate players
like M3M dedicated to
creating world class
luxury living spaces. These dream
residential and commercial units are
at once emblematic of India’s growing
globalisation and the cutting edge real
estate prowess that it possesses. Real
estate players like M3M also showcase
the prospects of Make in India to the
globe—the opportunities that India
offers to global investors in hot sectors
like infrastructure and manufacturing.

The year 2015 is being hailed by experts
as the turnaround year in real estate
in India with a series of incremental
reforms being announced by the government and the apex bank to push its
growth. These policy announcements
that have brought immense cheer to
market players include the incentives
announced by the Reserve Bank of
India, reduction in interest rates on
home loans, allocation of a `4,000
crore incentive for affordable housing,
a framework being instituted for Real
Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) and
promotion of FDI in the sector through

relaxation of norms. M3M has every
reason for optimism.

In a Space of its Own
Under an enabling market environment,
real estate players are finding their own
niche space to cater to every aspiration
of customers—existing and emerging.
M3M India has maintained a distinct
positioning in this space as the architect
of state-of-the-art real estate masterpieces.
It does not believe in mass production of
identical residential units. Rather, each of
its creations is a work of art catering to an
ultra luxe section of high income buyers.
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M3M India

M3M is a young, dynamic, growthoriented, ambitious and in tune with
the changing times company. Understanding modern lifestyle needs of the
global Indian and the fact that in the
current times, a business must cater to
tastes defined by a global marketplace,
the company endeavours to delight its
customers by delivering the best in class
projects, with uncompromising quality standards, innovation and speed.
“As a group, we adhere to the highest
standards of business ethics and best
practices in every area. We set new
benchmarks in customer satisfaction,
employee motivation and business associate relationships,” says Pankaj Bansal,
Director, M3M India Pvt Ltd.
The company has earned a reputation
for its out-of-the-box thinking in the
sector. Each of its 15 projects epitomise
innovative and unparalleled concepts
and are unique in thought, design and
execution plan. Even the names of the
projects have been carefully selected to
bring out the modernistic and futuristic elements of urban living solutions.
Residential complexes with captive nine
hole golf courses, limited edition suites,
apartments in the mould of world class
Singapore residential complexes, minimalist technology driven serviced units
to support uber lifestyles, neo minimalistic techno style skyscrapers—concepts
as imaginative as their names—Latitude, Urbana, Escala, Merlin, Marina,
Polo Suites, et al, are part of the growing
portfolio of M3M’s projects.

Collaboration is the Key
The premiere business conglomerate
whose real estate business spans residential/commercial, retail, hospitality,
education and IT/SEZs verticals, demonstrates its pursuit of excellence in the
combination of best material and amenities in all its projects. To achieve this, the
company has collaborated with a bevy of
best in class partners. M3M has established successful partnerships in each
of the verticals that help it craft a unique
and distinctive blend of masterpieces. Its
partners are leading names from around
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Awards & Accolades
December, 2014
Awarded at ET Realty Convention 2014
September, 2014
Best Group Housing Project - Luxury at
NAREDCO 12th National Convention
2014
September, 2014
Realty Plus Conclave and Excellence
Awards 2014
April, 2012
Realty Plus Excellence Awards 2012 –
Pathfinder Award for Most Enterprising
Leader
September, 2010
Best Upcoming Golfing Lifestyle
Residences in India by Federation of
Indo-Americans

the globe—Upton-Hansen Architects,
UK, RSP, Singapore, RSA+204 Designs,
USA, DPA, Singapore, Le Group
Arcop, Montreal Canada, RTKL (part of
ARCADIS global network), Benoy and
Rajendra Kumar Associates.
 M3M’s deep commitment to green
living concepts is showcased through
its partnership with landscape architects and designers like Geyer Coburn
Hutchins, USA, Elements Design Studio, USA, Belt Collins, Singapore and
renowned Indian names in the field
like Samir Mathur-led Integral Designs
of Delhi and Satish Khanna & Associates (SK–A). The real estate player has
partnered with two Singapore-based
companies HBA and DWP, Bilkey Llinas Design of USA and Design Plus of

India for creatively bringing out luxury
inspired living ideas. Golf Plan of USA
is the master planner behind the company’s exclusive nine-hole golf course
residential properties, while its experimental and challenging ideas are being
translated from the drawing board into
concrete reality with structural consultants, Leslie E Robertson Associates,
USA, Vintech and Civtech.
The best and the biggest in the business of construction are collaborating
with the company in projects including
Larsen & Toubro, Shapoorji Pallonji
& Co and BL Gupta Constructions.
Toshiba, Daikin and Miele among other
top names are the equipment partners
enabling M3M to offer high end appliances to its customers. Together with
its various partners, the company offers
multi-dimensional realty solutions with
unmatched service standards and is
evolving a unique premium and luxury
paradigm in real estate.
Amassing an impressive portfolio in
such a short span of time does call for
a certain amount of business wizardry.
But Bansal dismisses it as “a wonderful
journey”, adding, “We believe in realising the dreams of people by building
their homes.” Perhaps what has been
behind the transformative journey is
the company’s motto of quality, timely
delivery and excellence. M3M India has
established a name for itself by adhering to the timelines for possession notwithstanding any headwind the sector
may suffer. Its endeavour to raise the
standards of high-end living through
unmatched real estate projects has also
helped it raise the bar in real estate.
Another aspect that has brought the
company accolades is its adoption of
green and smart living. “We are focused
on green housing and developing
smart cities in NCR,” says Bansal. This
alignment with the country’s development plans promises the company rich
dividends as the Government of India
has announced an allocation of `7,060
crore in the current fiscal for the development of 100 Smart Cities. Recently
the Union Cabinet cleared the Smart

M3M India

Cities Mission under which these cities
will be developed.

Ripening Market, Premium
Passion
Since the last four years, M3M Group
has managed a land bank of more than
2,000 acres in prime locations across
Delhi-NCR, with 11 million sq ft of built
up space. The organisation has invested
more than US$ 500 million in developing its iconic projects. The projected
business value of the Group exceeds
US$ 5 billion. The development work
at all the sites is moving at a good pace
and now the group is getting ready to
offer possession for several of its projects. Any doubts about the ultra-luxury
real estate sector as being too niche to
really have much headroom for growth
in the Indian market are put to rest
by Bansal. “The luxury residential real
estate market in India is booming.
Rapidly growing high net-worth individuals (HNIs), increased aspirations
and changing lifestyle are the factors
behind luxury living being redefined
in India,” he explains. The reasons for
the booming demand for premium
residences are not far to seek. Rising
income levels, affluent lifestyles desired
by young professionals and global
exposure of India’s nouveau riche have
redefined tastes. Buyers are increasingly
demanding luxury living experiences
embedded in residential units and the
industry is not far behind in coming up
with increasingly premium home ideas
inspired by the global best. Additionally,
the determined push to the real estate
industry through a series of measures
announced by Finance Minister Arun
Jaitley in July 2014 has enhanced the
potential of investing in the sector.
The REITs have become more marketable now as foreign investment will
be allowed in completed rent yielding
assets. The industry expects REITs to
usher a US$ 20 billion opportunity.
REITs will act as investment agents
specialising in real estate very similar to
mutual funds that provide the structure
for even small investors to put their

“Rapidly growing
HNIs, increased
aspirations and
changing lifestyles
are behind luxury
living being
redefined in India.”
Pankaj Bansal

Director, M3M India Pvt Ltd

money in stocks becoming the route for
retail investors to participate in commercial real estate investment. Besides,
the government allows extended additional tax incentive on home loans
which has led to a surge in a new class
of very young home buyers.
As regards M3M, though the company is currently concentrating on
the Delhi-NCR market only, as Bansal
emphasises, “We would like to focus on
our existing land bank here,” however,
the company is exploring opportunities to develop a few emerging cities.
Asked which of his projects is special
to him, Bansal remarks, “All the projects are special in their own way.” But,
M3M Golf Estate, which is the flagship
project of the Group, has the pride of
place in his reckonings. Spread over a
sprawling 75 acres and located on the
posh Golf Course Road in Gurgaon, the
Golf Estate is the lifestyle address for
its residents. Displaying a perfect synergy of design, architecture, interiors,
ambience, landscape, and every other

made in india

element that makes a designer luxury
home, the Golf Estate, built around a
nine-hole executive golf course designed
by world renowned Golf Plan, USA
has landscaping by GCH Planning and
Landscape Architecture, USA, who have
the experience of designing and developing more than 100 golf courses across
the globe. The architecture is a perfect
synthesis of eco-friendly green landscapes and cutting edge design. World
renowned architects ARCOP of Canada
are behind the concept of the conducive
community living environment skewed
towards social bonding and engineering. Located right in the heart of Gurgaon, in Sector 65, M3M Golf Estate combines location advantage with exclusivity
and ambience. A sample of the finest of
haute couture living, it offers a lung of
fresh air and open spaces for residents.
“The beauty is that the residential units
will seamlessly flow into the golf course
without obstructing it, with each apartment provided a grand view of the golf
course,” says Bansal.
A lot of research goes into M3M’s
themed properties. Take for instance,
the nautical themed luxurious residential project Marina in Sector 68 of Gurgaon with gravity defying 19–29 storey
tall residential apartments opulently
designed and architecturally-fashioned
like a sea-side Marina. It is replete with
a magnificent beach inspired lake with
a yacht club surrounded by landscaped
gardens that will give the residents the
feeling of living by the bay. A welcome
thought in the sweltering heat of DelhiNCR. Besides the ambience of the great
outdoors, M3M Marina is equipped with
all elements of modern living. There
is a beach entry to the pool, cabanas, a
sundeck spa and gym creating an ambience of idyllic solace. The beautifully
designed balconies of the apartments
will give residents a splendid view of the
scenic beach-inspired environs. M3M
is working on making this oasis a premium address for the ultra rich global
citizen. The company can look forward
to building many more premium blocks
of success.
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On the Cusp
of High Growth

The nascent medical tourism sector in India is in a
consolidation phase, building on its native strengths
and working on new, led by technology and
innovation.
by Sangita Thakur Varma

I

n the last one decade, India has steadily been gaining
the reputation of the preferred healthcare and wellness destination of the world. The reasons for this new,
emerging economic sector are aplenty. From improving world economy, emergence of cheap international
airlines services, a steadily growing international reputation
as the pharmaceutical basket of the world and growth of
quality medical healthcare system in the country—all have
contributed to India getting the crown as a medical tourism
destination of repute. Add to it the recent preferential government policies such as visa on arrival and other measures to
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facilitate single window online clearance of documents for
tourists, emphasis on Atithi Devo Bhava and Incredible India
campaign to promote the country as a safe destination, the
picture becomes clearer.

High Growth Trajectory
A report published by consultancy firm KPMG in association with Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce &
Industry (FICCI) in the latter part of 2014 estimated the size
of the Indian medical tourism market approximately at US$
4 billion and forecasts that medical tourist arrivals would

Medical Tourism
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cross 320 million in 2015. The number was recorded at 85
million in 2012. The market had been growing at 27 per
cent compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) in the last
three years.
Travel India Company jumped into the healthcare tourism sector at the time “when the industry did not really
know what it was all about,” says its Founder & Director
Sandeep Bafna. A graduate in Business Management from
Coimbatore and an MSc in International Tourism from
Luton, UK, Bafna launched his company in 2005, primarily concentrating on experiential holidays for the inbound
market and package tours for domestic travellers. The idea
of medical tourism seeped in through sustained analysis
of the trends and it was launched in December 2006. The
company aimed to provide quality medical treatment to
patients from outside India and act as a one stop shop for
all the requirements of foreign patients like accommodation, transfers, recuperative holidays, interlocutors and various other associated requirements.
The market is ripe for players like Travel India Company
to flourish given the cost advantages that India offers in the
sector. The report quoted above notes that India’s key competitiveness lies in the cost effectiveness it offers its medical
patients from abroad. The influx of patients is largely seeking
heart surgery, cosmetic surgery, dental care and knee replaceSandeep Bafna
ment. India provides the cheapest treatment as compared
Founder & Director, Travel India Company
to other tourism destinations like Thailand, Indonesia, Singapore and Hong Kong, notes the report. Bafna gives the
ground view adding, “Patients mostly come for orthopaedic
treatment and dental treatments. In orthopaedic branch, they
mostly seek speciality treatment like knee and hip replacement surgery. I do get loads of queries for organ transplant,
related costs, cross-border and local transport, inpatient stay
especially kidney; however, I have to refuse such patients,
and accommodations. It also estimates that the market is
due to the law of our land which is stringent regarding such
growing at a CAGR of 20-25 per cent. India, as a key player
transplants. Apart from these, slowly but steadily, non chronin the sector, is poised to receive more than half a million foric patients have started coming into India, especially South
eign patients annually from this year, and the number could
India for Ayurvedic treatments.”
grow to 2.4 million medical tourists by 2020 and 4.9 million
In a recent media report, Tourism Minister Mahesh
by 2025 (Source: CCI Report, February 2015). At this rapid
Sharma was quoted as saying that the government is in the
rate of growth, it can easily emerge as the dominant player in
process of setting up a separate department in the ministry to the industry, especially on the back of corporate investments
function as a coordinating office for visiting tourist patients
in the sector and its native advantages of traditional medicine, wellness and therapy.
and facilitate them. The body would comprise
stakeholders from the industry including representatives from hospitals, hospitality industry
Backed by Ancient Wisdom
Yoga has already made India’s traditional
and tour operators. The Minister also said that
knowledge wealth a globally celebrated phean announcement to this effect will be made
nomenon. Yoga is again at the centre stage with
soon. According to Patients Beyond Borders,
June 21 being observed as the International Day
a trusted resource in medical travels, the size
Size of Indian
of Yoga. Many international tourists come to
of the global medical tourism market in 2014
medical tourism
India seeking the fountainhead of this ancient
was around US$ 38.5-55 billion. The estimate is
market
wisdom and practice. Traditional wellness pracbased on approximately 11 million cross-border
Source: KPMGtices enshrined in AYUSH (Ayurveda, Unani,
patients worldwide spending an average of US$
FICCI (2014)
Siddhi and Homeopathy) got a shot in the
3,500-5,000 per visit, including all treatment-

“Patients mostly
come for orthopaedic
treatment and dental
treatments...I do get
loads of queries for
organ transplant...Apart
from these, slowly but
steadily, non chronic
patients have started
coming into India...”

US$ 4
billion
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arm with the institution of a separate Ministry of Ayush in
November 2014. Since December 2014, the government is
aggressively promoting traditional Indian medicines, medical and wellness tourism under the National Ayush Mission
(NAM), a centrally sponsored scheme.
 Dr Jayanarayanji, Managing Director, Acharya Ayurgramam Ayurveda Hospital and Panchakarma Center Pvt
Ltd, Thiruvananthapuram, attributes “the growing awareness among the scientific community and the general public
about the intrinsic value of traditional medicine” as the reason why Ayurveda, Unani and Siddha have entered the mainstream to compliment biomedicine. “This is the reason why
India has been gaining ground as a Ayurveda health tourism
destination,” he says. However, he advises, “The challenge
today is to integrate the best of the different healing traditions to meet the healthcare needs of contemporary society.”
One of the oldest and most renowned institutions in Kerala,
the Ayurveda hospital receives around 400 foreign visitors,
mostly Europeans, notes the Acharya. “There is definitely a
visible spike in footfalls,” he says.
Most of the certified wellness institutions are being run
by established practitioners who, like Dr Jayanarayanji, have
been trained in the ancient guru-shishya parampara for at

(detoxification and rejuvenation), stress management, weight
reduction, skin and beauty care, bridal packages, happy partners’ packages, post natal packages, etc. Besides, medical
packages for psoriasis, diabetes, spine and joint care, lifestyle
disease management and so on are also on offer. The appeal
of this wide range of non-invasive treatments is transnational. Acharya Ayurgramam is accredited with Olive Leaf Certification by the Government of Kerala, ISO Certified, GMP
certified for Parma and is an Olive Leaf classified Ayurveda
centre. The credentials speak for the guru’s vast and deep
knowledge as do his words, “Our concept is more traditional
and the institution is located in the midst of Agastya Hills,
which is embedded with medicinal herbs and rare medicinal
plants including Mrithasanjeevani. Here, the breeze brings
in the fragrance of herbs to the valley village.” This is in
direct contrast to sea facing so called Ayurveda resorts that
the guru says are untenable ideas, as salt wind is a negative
factor during treatment in this branch of knowledge.

Consolidating to Lead
From ancient to modern players like Advatech Healthcare,
another Government of India certified operator, an innovative healthcare service provider incubated in 2010 at STEP

“The challenge today is to integrate the best of the
different healing traditions to meet the healthcare
needs of the contemporary society...there is
definitely a visible spike in footfalls.”
Dr Jayanarayanji, MD, Acharya Ayurgramam Ayurveda Hospital & Panchakarma Centre

least 15 years before being considered competent enough to
float their own outfits. Dr Jayanarayanji established his institution 12 years ago and the influx of a large base of Indian
patients is a testimony to the efficacy of his traditional treatment methodology. “The average footfall as outpatient [OP]
is 85 Indians per day, regarding inpatient Indians is 900
round the year,” says the guru, adding, “We are expecting
a boom in another five to 10 years.” For an average per day
charge of `2,800 to `3,000, a patient can avail Panchakarma
treatment, food and accommodation at the institution. What
differentiates wellness tourism from medical tourism is, as
Dr Jayanarayanji explains, “Ayurveda is the only medicinal/
treatment system in the world which offers treatments, therapy and medicines to people without presence of actual illness
or disease. Whereas, medical tourism is for persons suffering from specific illnesses or some sort of health issue.”
The institution offers wellness packages like Panchakarma
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IIT Kharagpur and initially funded by WEBEL VC, Indian
medical tourism is a flourishing ecosystem of diverse
medicinal and curative systems. With a foot firmly planted
in UK and another in India, this young company straddles
the globe with its differentiated offerings. Samit Kumar
Biswas, Director & CEO, Advatech Healthcare Europe Ltd,
oozes confidence when he says. “All the team members
have global health care experience and are able to identify
service gaps in each region that could be fulfilled by another,” and this is the key to its smart success. It has affiliations
with Ministry of Tourism, Government of India, Medical
Tourism Association and MTQUA (USA) among others,
to back its credentials. In 1997, as a healthcare infrastructure professional travelling across the globe, Samit saw his
opportunity when the disparity between the costs in carrying out procedures in countries such as UK, Canada and the
USA compared to the cost in high quality facilities in India

Medical Tourism

became apparent to him. Besides, he perceived a growing
desire in the domestic market players in India to leverage
this growing opportunity to generate extra income by catering to the needs of overseas patients.
Twenty years on, he finds “customised medical tourism
services to suit the growing demand” being offered in the
Indian market. However, Biswas also points to the need for
an organised approach to the valued medical traveller market
infrastructure. “Overall responsibility of care and 24 hour
communication and after care support services for overseas
patients when required are important and yet challenging
factors that make a big difference in care for the medical
tourists,” he says. The KPMG report too calls for a consolidated effort to promote India as a medical tourism destination.
Advatech has invested in an innovative approach, creating a
24-hour call centre and a technology driven interface to allow
clients, doctors and hospitals to communicate/share medical
information with each other. “Over the past four years, we
have built a large network of healthcare professionals and
hospitals along with a dedicated marketing team,” informs
Biswas. In addition to the rapidly growing medical tourism
market between India and the UK, other areas of growth that
Advatech is investing in, are emergency ambulance services
in India and private diagnostic services in the UK.
The sound business concept and the emerging opportunities in the sector brought in experienced stakeholders
for Advatech. Biswas also attended various roadshows and
events networking extensively to draw in the right partners.
As a result, there came on board, Dr Bala Raju, Medical
Director, who had been running private clinics in multiple
regions across the UK for over six years; Dr Suresh Mali,
Clinical Director, with extensive background experience as a
GP in the NHS, besides, a range of other healthcare industry experts as partners and advisors to ensure the long-term
viability of this complex and demanding health project. With
private investments from the key stakeholders, seed funding
by WEBEL VC and a limited debt funding from a nationalised bank to buy ambulances, the company set up the necessary infrastructure within three years and also established a
set of standard operating procedures that were absent in the
fledgling industry.
Commenting on the recent trend of package deals in medical tourism, Biswas says, “Medical tourism is a serious business, the term now being used for patients across the world
is ‘medical value travellers’. Although the markets so far are
largely growing by word of mouth, the Government of India
recently announced 50 Ayurvedic medical circuits across the
country. Such initiatives will definitely promote medical and
wellness tourism from within and outside India, as evident
from the growing list of services that medical tourists are
seeking including fertility treatments, alcohol detoxification,
holistic treatments for multiple sclerosis, etc. It is difficult
and probably impossible to list the range of conditions for
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“Medical tourism is a
serious business...the
Government of India
recently announced
50 Ayurvedic medical
circuits across the
country. Such initiatives
will definitely promote
medical and wellness
tourism from within and
outside India...”
Samit Kumar Biswas
Director & CEO, Advatech Healthcare Europe Ltd

which foreign tourists seek treatment in India, as there is no
evidence base or research in this area,” explains Biswas.
What makes India such a sought after destination for
health and healing is not just the cost advantage. Though,
admittedly, a patient can save between 30 to 70 per cent on
medical related costs, India has also increasingly improved
its quality perception with private hospitals actively seeking
accreditation from international agencies and working on
global quality parameters of infrastructure. Apart from the
quality of doctors and hospitals, Bafna puts it down to some
additional offerings like fluency in English of the medical
fraternity and the quality of services of top hospitals in the
country that act like magnets. Biswas agrees adding, “India
has a large pool of multi-lingual and culturally aware workforce. Based on their previous travels and expertise from
around the world, they can be recruited in special situations
to facilitate an open communication between the patients
and the clinicians to reduce any misunderstandings and
potential errors.” The main reason for India being a medical
tourism destination is the high levels of skills and delivery of
healthcare in the country’s hospitals and clinics. It is undeniable that Indian doctors and the country’s holistic healthcare services are globally recognised and the overall cost of
care that they deliver is also much lower than what exists in
the USA or Europe.
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A Cut Above

Rough cut or polished, in jewellery or solitaire,
India’s diamonds are a class apart and dominate
the world market. The industry is busy polishing its
skills to keep abreast with trends and demands.
by sangita thakur varma

D

iamonds are forever. It’s a
belief that is being fuelled
in India and abroad
through aggressive marketing and a rapidly growing wealthy middle class for whom the
quiet elegance of diamonds bespeaks
class associations. A look at the market
statistics confirms the growing fascination for the sparkling stones in the
country. According to data released
by Gems & Jewellery Export Promo-
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tion Council (GJEPC), India, the total
exports of gems and jewellery in 201415 from India accounted for US$ 39.9
billion. The gross exports of cut and
polished diamonds stood at US$ 23.16
billion. Vipul Shah, Chairman, GJEPC,
though accedes, “India is considered
as a yellow metal country even today.
But we have seen a change in trend as
the new generation is willing to experiment and also because of the increasing
disposable income among the middle

class.” GJEPC is the apex body of the
gems and jewellery industry with the
primary focus on promoting exports of
gems and jewellery, including all precious metals and gems.
A McKinsey & Company white paper
titled Perspectives on Diamond Industry
published in September 2014 stated
that the diamond industry will remain
attractive to investors with the fundamentals of the industry likely to stay
positive as the demand will outpace

Diamond & Diamond Exports

supply. It, however, projected a rapid
change in the scenario due to various
trends. The seven trends shaping the
global industry as identified in the white
paper include: Plateauing levels of production for the next 10 years; pressure
on producing countries to extract more
value, increase in mining costs; shift in
demand to emerging markets; changing consumer preferences; increase in
transparency and vertical integration
and improvement of technical capabilities in synthetic gems.
Notwithstanding the shifting trends,
according to De Beers’ statistics, global
diamond jewellery sales were estimated
at US$ 79 billion in 2013. China and
the US remain major players when it
comes to diamond jewellery. “However,
India has seen double digit growth in
diamond jewellery year on year starting
from the year 2000,” says Shah. De
Beers estimates that India contributes
to 6 per cent of the global diamond jewellery sales.

Skilled India
While the gems and jewellery industry
by nature is global in scale due to the
geographically dispersed value chain,
India can retain its leadership position
if it continuously invests in technology,
skills, innovations and modernisation,
Philippe Mellier, Chief Executive Officer, De Beers Group, had said recently
as per media reports. Supported by
government policies, India is home to
the world’s largest diamond cutting and
polishing hub. According to a Bains
& Company report of December 2014,
India’s share in the US$ 22 billion cutting and polishing segment had risen
to more than 60 per cent, validating its
status as the world’s diamond processing hub. The total exports of rough and
polished diamonds accounted for US$
97.01 billion. India’s share was at a staggering 25.43% contributing US$ 24.67
billion as per the GJEPC's compilation.
Mavji Bhai Patel, Managing Director,
Kiran Gems Pvt Ltd, the largest diamond exporter in the country, gives an
insight into the strengths of the dia-
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mond industry in India. “India, being
one of the world’s largest diamond
processors, derives its strength from its
craftsmen. It has a huge talent pool. A
major part of the cutting and polishing
of diamonds in India is done manually and this sets India apart from the
rest of the world. Indian craftsmen are
renowned the world over for their expertise in cutting and polishing of small
diamonds—below one carat. Another
significant factor contributing to the
growth of this sector is that it is strongly
backed and supported by government
policies and the banking sector. Moreover, Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s
initiative of Make in India has further
boosted the diamond sector. In fact, the
entire gems and jewellery sector has
gained global acclaim on account of its
talented craftsmen, superior manufacturing practices and cost efficiencies.”
The diamond sector is a people
intensive, skill intensive as well as a
technology intensive industry. This is
best exemplified in Surat, the diamond
hub of India, and Ahmedabad. While
most cutting and polishing activities are
undertaken manually in the country,
Surat has the largest concentration of
computerised diamond planners and
state-of-the-art laser machines in the
world with more than a few factories
having between 100–500 lasers in a
single complex (Source: GJEPC).

general and Indian diamonds in particular saying, “Diamonds are evergreen.
There is a huge market for Indian diamonds overseas.” He also points to the
“extremely export oriented and labour
intensive nature of the Indian diamond
sector” and lists “low costs and availability of high-skilled labour” among
the primary reasons for India being the
diamond hub. “Moreover, the Government of India has identified the gems
and jewellery sector as a thrust area for
export promotion,” he points out, elaborating that this has been the main factor
behind the recent buoyancy in the market. HKEPL’s manufacturing capacity
is over 1,50,000 carats per month and
it supplies polished diamonds to more
than 75 countries worldwide. It has
been recognised as a three star export
house by the Government of India.
Patel, on the other hand represents
the new breed of diamond exporters
who entered the family-driven industry
without the baggage of either a family name or experience in the trade.
A first generation entrepreneur, Patel
has today established Kiran Gems as
the world’s largest manufacturer of
diamonds producing nearly 1.6 million
carats of polished diamonds and facilitates the growth of over 1,000 jeweller
businesses worldwide. It is one of the
top three jewellery suppliers in the
world, employing the largest workforce
of 36,000 skilled craftsmen and at the
Devoted Players
same time this Crisil A-/Stable and
Savji Dholakia, Founder and Partner,
Care A rated company is the largest
Hari Krishna Exports Pvt Ltd (HKEPL),
user of high tech machineries across all
has risen from the ranks in the diaits facilities. The leading diamantaire
mond cutting and polishis also the recipient of
ing industry of India.
the export performance
Today his company exports
award for six consecutive
diamonds to more than
years from GJEPC, for
50 locations and manu2007-08, 2008-09, 2009India's curfactures those originating
10, 2010-11, 2011-12 and
rent share in
from mining countries like
2012-13.
the total world
Russia, Botswana, Canada,
Companies like Kiran
diamond export
Australia, South Africa,
Gems
have adopted an
basket conAngola, Namibia, Lesotho
innovative
hub and spoke
tributing US$
and few others. Dholakia
model
to
ensure
qual24.67 billion
ity
throughout
the
value
emphasises on the huge
Source: GJEPC
chain. Explains Patel, “The
popularity of diamonds in

25.43%
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qualitative analysis of rough diamonds
happens as per specialty in a centralised
location and manufacturing happens
at 160 various specialised (as per size
and quality) units spread over Surat and
Ahmedabad.” The company invests
heavily in building a robust technology
framework and has received several
industry acknowledgements for its ability to absorb and implement the latest
technology across its large set-up. Kiran
has been honoured by Sarine Technologies for having the highest number of
machineries. Recently, it received the
2000th D-Scope produced by HRD
Antwerp.
For that perfect solitaire, companies
like Kiran procure rough diamonds only
from miners like De Beers, Rio Tinto,
Alrosa and Dominion to ensure ethical sourcing. The most optimal value
of any rough is extracted with the right
combination of man and machine and
the diamond passes through multiple
quality checks at every stage of production. “Any deviation from the expected
results, during stages of production,
is closely studied and reasons and outcomes are shared among the concerned
employees,” says Patel.

Discerning Consumers
According to Patel, the traditional export
markets for diamonds include UAE,
US, Russia, Singapore, Hong Kong,
Israel, China, Switzerland and Belgium.
The emerging markets include Italy,
Australia and South America. He is
optimistic about the market and says
that considering the current demand
for diamonds the world over the export
market seems to be growing at a steady
pace. He feels that advancements in
technology “have fuelled the growth
of exports”. He also envisages strong
domestic demand as he feels that with
the country’s economy in the growth
mode it “has strong long term fundamentals and is a consumer of diamonds
and diamond jewellery” alongside being
a manufacturer and exporter. “The
figures of recent past suggest that the
Indian consumer appetite is growing
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Diamond Industry:

Checks
& Balances

I

n order to provide an effective
mechanism to stop the trade in
conflict diamonds, the Kimberley
Process Certification scheme came
into effect from January 1, 2003.
To tackle the menace of the mixing
of synthetic with natural diamonds
in India, GJEPC formed the Natural
Diamond Monitoring Committee (NDMC). It also disseminates
information to ensure awareness
in the diamond industry regarding
synthetics, etc.
The first Diamond Detection and
Resource Centre (DDRC) was
opened in December 2013 at Bharat
Diamond Bourse, Mumbai, to enable
testing by companies and to ensure
that lab-grown diamonds were not
mixed with natural diamonds. A
DDRC has now been opened in
Surat.
In February 2015, the foundation stone for the new Diamond
Research and Mercantile (Dream)
city was laid in Surat. The project
will house the Surat Hira Bourse and
related infrastructure and facilities
for the development of the diamond
industry. Gujarat government has
announced a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) called Diamond Research
and Mercantile City Company Limited, which will be responsible for its
speedy and successful implementation of Dream.
The players are expecting positive
trends in the industry as Special
Notified Zone have been given special mention in the recently released
Foreign Trade Policy Statement
2015-2020.
Source: Gems and Jewellery
Export Promotion Council of India

for diamonds and diamond jewellery,”
adds Patel.
Dholakia too has similar forecasts.
“For the next five years, the diamond
industry will grow more than it ever did
in the last 50 years.” Throwing light on
the diamond retail sector, he adds that
though it has never been a problem,
“it takes as much as 20 years to establish. We have been in the retail sector
for 10 years.” HKEPL runs its retail
wing under the brand KISNA and has
more than 5,000 outlets across India.
Indian customers are exhibiting their
discerning tastes. “Customers wanting
to buy diamond jewellry need quality
stones, innovative designs, consistency
and transparency. Our customers are
more discerning, knowledgeable and
demanding than ever before. We all
have to bring innovative ideas to our
consumers on a regular basis,” says
Dholakia. In addition, a retailer needs to
plan, innovate and anticipate customers
demands and reach out through creative campaigning, he adds.
The emerging middle class wealthy
consumers in India and globally are
exhibiting brand consciousness for a
variety of reasons but mainly for the
association value and the perceived
reduced risk of “wrong purchase” associated with brands when buying high
end luxury products, as per the McKinsey whitepaper. In India too, certifications like ForeverMark, Canadamark
and Rio Tinto programs that are miner
initiated certificate programs bring an
assurance to discerning end customers
of the diamond’s origin. “It also promises that the diamond is mined, manufactured and sold most ethically so that the
owner of the diamond is proud of the
same,” explains Patel. The programmes
are basically directed to ensure the pipeline integrity of diamonds to safeguard
the customer’s interests.
With such precision control by quality
driven players and the government’s
focus on creating a conducive atmosphere for the industry, Indian diamonds are sure to be around forever.

THE DIAMOND HUB
14 out of 15 of all the world’s diamonds are
processed in India.

For updated information on Indian business and economy
Log on to www.ibef.org

Futuristic
Solutions,
Current
Scenarios

eToilets, the self-flushing, self-monitoring
technology-based sanitation solutions are
no longer the stuff of science fiction. An
Indian social enterprise has made them an
innovative route to sustainable solutions. The
improvements in the model continue… By Binita Singh

A

long drive for a short weekend getaway away from the
heat and dust of a baking
national capital is a welcome thought. You pack
your boot with enough mineral water
and fizzy drinks to keep your family
hydrated for the entire journey. The only
jarring note in this beautiful story is
the lack of clean toilets for the essential
short breaks en route.
Now re-imagine this journey where
you have stopped en route the fascinating countryside drive for a toilet break
somewhere in the late evening. You
have found this location mapped on
your GPRS. You find a futuristic looking stainless steel box with an ‘eToilet’
sign on it. Curious, you walk up to it
and there is a display light outside the
unit which is green, indicating status
as ‘unoccupied’. A sign on the unit says
‘insert coin’ and as soon as you have, the
door automatically opens to reveal a
gleaming well-lit interior. Upon entering
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the toilet, indoor lights and fans switch
on automatically. The pre-flush system
wets the closet initially to ensure cleanliness. You finish your business and a
signage prompts you to flush manually.
In case in your hurry you have forgotten
to flush, you are assured that the system
will automatically flush after you exit.
An automatic floor cleaning mechanism
ensures pressure washing will also
clean the floor automatically. You decide
not to push the switch since you know it
is programmed to function after a specified usage. This is the typical experience
of using an eToilet—clean, hygienic,
simple, convenient and even delightful
if compared with the usual ‘on the go’
options. The best part is that this is not
a dream.
Anvar Sadath, Chief Executive Officer,
Eram Scientific Solutions (ESS), the
company behind this revolutionary concept says, “eToilet is an indigenous revenue generating innovatively designed
and engineered public sanitation model

with a unique ambience to suit Indian
cities and urban locations. The long
term vision envisages building a sustainable and well-maintained toilet and
public infrastructure network across the
country that is affordable and accessible
to the common man. The idea is to
make eToilets 100 per cent automated
(non-touch) for use, self-sustainable,
creating their own energy and water for
functioning and powering the external
environment.”
Eram Scientific Solutions (an independent entity), part of Saudi Arabia-based
US$ 1 billion Eram Group, is primarily a
research and development social enterprise with expertise in the water and
sanitation sectors. ESS began its innovation-led journey in 2008 in Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala and in a short span
of time introduced the evolutionary
technology-integrated toilet concept in
the market. The company’s focus is on
finding cost-effective scientific solutions
to solve core infrastructure problems
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Eram Scientific Solutions

in emerging countries and supporting
their social development agenda. Led by
the vision of Dr Siddeek Ahmed, Chairman and Managing Director, Eram/ITL
Group, the company forayed into the
nascent public sanitation sector in the
country by instituting an R&D-based
social enterprise Eram Scientific Solutions Pvt Ltd. Dr Ahmed’s focus on sanitation stemmed from the realisation that
lack of public sanitation affected women
and children the most. Undeterred by
the absence of an enabling framework,
focussed industrial activities, infrastructure or competent manpower to address
the inherent challenges of this nonglamorous industry, he established the
public sanitation venture.
The visionary entrepreneur who had
gained a world of experience through
his involvement in more than 30 entities spread across 11 countries spanning
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, United Arab
Emirates, India, Kingdom of Bahrain,
Qatar, Kuwait, United Kingdom, Italy,

Korea, Malaysia and Turkey, was sure
that ESS would prove to be a unique
model of social enterprise. Sure enough,
the flagship product using convergence
of modern technologies, the electronic
public toilet or eToilet, has by now gathered more than 34 honours, awards and
recognitions from across the world. Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF),
the world’s largest donor organisation in
sanitation, acknowledging the potential
of ESS’ initiatives, has provided grants
for further R&D and is also promoting
collaboration among various grantees to
bring world class sanitation solutions to
the public in India.
“Till date, we have implemented
over 650 eToilets located in extreme
temperatures ranging from 50 degrees
to -15 degrees centigrade, and 200 sewage treatment plants (STPs) across 16
states in India covering Kerala, Tamil
Nadu, Punjab, Assam, Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Karnataka, New Delhi, Himachal
Pradesh, Maharashtra, Haryana, etc.,”
informs Sadath. It took numerous trials
and errors and subsequent changes in
the next generation models in line with
the requirements of end users for the
first batch of successful eToilets to roll
out. “Our first eToilet unit was implemented on a pilot basis in Kozhikode,
Kerala in 2010,” reminisces Sadath.
Over a 1,000 clean, hygienic and aesthetically pleasing eToilets were provided by
the company for government schools
in Kerala in partnership with Suchi@
School programme and it was felicitated
with the Kerala Chief Minister’s Award
for Public Innovation. The initiation
by the Kozhikode government of this
unique public toilet embedded with a
self-washing mechanism and in-built
coin validator drew public appreciation,
especially from the women community.
“In a short span of time, there was a considerable increase noticed in the usage
of the eToilet,” recalls Sadath.
The long years spent in research have
helped the company in meticulous
diagnosis of the sanitation crisis, and
the eToilet (patent pending) solution,
addressed the concerns of structural

I n n o va t i o n C o r n e r

integrity, ensuring cleanliness and
hygiene and a dedicated maintenance
plan through its product and service
methodology. Built of stainless steel or
mild steel enclosures and fitted with
electronic systems for enhanced user
experience and for tracking the status
of toilets, these solutions endowed
with automated access control systems,
sensor-enabled water minimisation, selfwashing and floor wash mechanisms,
with functional LED light technology
that lights up only when a person enters,
natural ventilation with privacy and
safety, were an instant hit.
“We work in the field of convergent
technology applications for products
and services. R&D is our main focus
and technology is our watchword,” says
Sadath. In pursuit of this goal, the
company encourages tie-ups and collaborations with like-minded organisations and individuals for social utility in
developing such products. The modular
eToilets are unmanned and given the
self-cleaning attribute, they have a simple user interface. The comprehensive
maintenance plan ensures that the eToilets are clean and hygienic for every user.
Further, the stainless steel enclosures
being durable and corrosion-resistant
can withstand long term wear and tear.
Sensors for water and electricity conservation and power back-up with coin

“...there was a
considerable
increase noticed
in the usage of the
eToilet...it received
tremendous support
from the locals.”
Anvar Sadath,

Chief Executive Officer, Eram Scientific Solutions
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Eram Scientific Solutions

operated entry ensure low maintenance.
The toilets are programmed to flush
1.5 litres of water after three minutes
of usage and 4.5 litres for longer usage,
which ensures low water consumption.
The performance status of the units can
also be monitored via web using GPRS
connectivity of the units. A full-cycle
approach in sustainable sanitation is
incorporated in the eToilet by integrating electrical, mechanical and webmobile technologies.
Talking about the company’s R&D
strengths, Sadath says, “We have over
six years of experience in implementing a high-end public urban sanitation
model with multiple revenue sources
across India.” The core team comprises experts with more than 15-20
years experience in conceptualising
and implementing large scale ICT
for Development (ICT4D) projects
in India. Its 15-member R&D team is
currently implementing the Reinvent
the Toilet Challenge (RTTC) Round 2
project which will culminate with an
imperial model to be demonstrated at
the RTTC fair. Dr Ahmed envisions a
future in water and sanitation where
waste water treatment industry and
public sanitation facilities would stand
for the principle of recycle, recover and
reuse and will be pro-earth. Powered by
this goal, the company is working on a
concept of entrepreneur-driven models
in sanitation, which would provide the
twin benefits of upkeep of sanitation
facilities and livelihood to marginalised
segments, and continuous work on
low-cost electronic public toilets. The
web enabled health status report
system started by Eram Scientific in
Kerala is going to be replicated across
geographies.
Enumerating the projects in the pipeline, Sadath says, “The latest in the line
of eToilets is the e-Lite 14 eToilet for
schools which is the world’s most economically priced, solar-powered electronic toilet.” The company will now
be pushing this model under the corporate social responsibility route and
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Anatomy of sustainable
e-toilet system
General Features
Easy to install
Consumes less water
Power efficient
Enhanced cleanliness through auto
flushes & floor washing
Unmanned operations
Coin operated entry/free access
Onsite waste treatment using
anaerobic biodegradation
No regular manual cleaning/
maintenance required
Outdoor advertising space on eToilet
panels
Built for Mild Steel eToilet- access
controlled main door and side walls
made of Powder Coated Mild Steel
(MS)/CRS. Toilet floor and closet are
to be Stainless Steel grade 304
Built for Stainless Steel eToiletaccess controlled main door and side
walls made of SS grade 304. Toilet
floor and closet are to be Stainless
Steel grade 304
Functionalities
Pre flush, Auto flush, Platform
cleaning
Stainless Steel platform with SS
closet
Stainless Steel/Mild Steel Assembly
structure
Sensors for Water/Electricity
Conservation
In-built water tank on top
Web reports on health status
Wash Basin & Health Faucet
Power Backup
Napkin Vending Machines &
Incinerators for women toilets
(optional)

through government funds, especially
under the renewed focus on Swachch
Bharat (Clean India). The enterprise
is also working on the next generation
prototype of eToilets that are selfsustainable and nutrient-energy-water
recovering and meet international
standards. ESS is collaborating with
other grantees of the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation for recovering water,
energy, fertilisers or a combination of
one or more of them through suitable
sewage management solutions. Another work in progress is in collaboration
with California Institute of Technology
(CALTECH), Duke University and University of South Florida (USF) to integrate various models of eToilets with
the processing units of the international collaborators and test the combined
systems in several locations across
India. The field trial with University of
South Florida is part of another BMGF
(Gates Foundation) collaborated grant,
promoted by Biotechnology Industry
Research Assistance Council (BIRAC),
Government of India, which is nearing
approval and initiation. The association
with IDEO.org is yet another project
supported by the BMGF. Eram has also
been successful in integrating environment-friendly sewage treatment units
in association with established national
and international players like Defence
Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) and ISEA, Italy.
The social enterprise has an ambitious
vision of sanitation. Sadath says “A public
sanitation infrastructure that will be of
global standard and connected through
various mobile and web-based technologies to increase access and enable monitoring. This will also bring developing
nations at par with developed countries
in terms of public health and sanitation.” The ultimate goal of the sanitation
innovator is “zeroing in on the need for
an unerring, reliable and safe sanitation
system integrated with an efficient sewage treatment system,” informs Sadath.
Certainly, a surefire way towards achieving the vision of Swachch Bharat!

arts &

culture
Contemporary Notes:

Changing exhibits of wellknown artists in the four
galleries and halls and
even outside have made
Jehangir Art Gallery a
thriving hub of activities.

Building
Art History
Jehangir Art Gallery is a slice of history
itself, intertwined inextricably with the
history of India, its art and culture.
By Sangita thakuR VARma

M

umbai! Sea, sand, surf and a distinct and unique flavour all its own. Mumbai with its Gateway of India is a
landmark city in the history of India. The maximum city
has an intriguing history, an enchanting topography,
a mixed cultural heritage and a network of landmark
buildings, both gravity defying modern skyscrapers and colonial era heritage buildings that grant it the status of a global megapolis. South Mumbai stands out from the city’s clutter for many reasons, but primarily for
housing the art heart of Maharashtra’s capital—Kala Ghoda—the popular
name of Fort Area, Mumbai’s historic core. The iconic Jehangir Art Gallery situated in the premises of the Prince of Wales Museum at the south-

western tip of the old Fort area can be credited
with the area getting the landmark geographical
distinction as the art district of Mumbai.
The genesis of Jehangir Art Gallery itself
makes for an interesting piece of history. Gujarati migrant Hirji Jivanji Readymoney came to
Mumbai in 1717 and as the first Indian to visit
China, is said have pioneered Indo-China trade,
bringing in great prosperity to the erstwhile
Bombay Presidency in its wake. Hirji followed
up that first visit with four more and built up a
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Art Central

Jehangir Art Gallery

photos by Jiten Gandhi

Kala Ghoda, the art district
of Mumbai, is defined as the
area stretching from Mumbai
University at the northern

end to the Regal Circle at
the southern tip of Mahatma
Gandhi Road. On the eastern
side of this stretch falls
the Lion Gate and on the

great business empire. It is said that he was so
ready to advance money to people that it earned
him the surname Readymoney and became the
foundation for his future wealth. Two generations built on that fortune, but it was his great
grandson, Sir Cowasji Jehangir Readymoney,
Knight, with whom the story of philanthropy
unfolded. Sir Cowasji Jehangir was the first
male heir in three generations of Readymoney
and proved worthy of the family name, becoming a leading financier and a great philanthropist. He founded the University of Bombay, and
his lifetime contribution of £150,000 helped
build several hospitals, college buildings and
other public institutions.
Jehangir Art Gallery too was constructed with
the donation received from the Jehangir family,
though it came from Sir Cowasji Jehangir, the
Second Baronet in the 1950s. The patronage of
art and culture though had begun much earlier
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western side it is flanked
by the Oval Maidan. The
hub, named after King
Edward VII’s black stallion
mounted statue on the old

The Hub: Jehangir
Art Gallery (in pictures
above), Max Mueller
Bhavan, Bombay
University, Prince of
Wales Museum, National
Gallery of Modern Art,
Institute of Science,
Bombay Natural History
Society, Elphinstone
College, David Sassoon
Library, eateries, and
cafes, smaller art
galleries, boutiques
and other culture
hotspots have made
Kala Ghoda the beehive
for artists, performers
and craftspersons. The
Kala Ghoda Festival in
February and Monsoon
Art Show of Jehangir
Art Gallery in July are
big draws. The area
is always humming.

Esplanade Road, is no longer
there, but it has become the
stamp for the thriving cultural
melting pot of Mumbai, a
beehive of artistic India.

when in 1844, Sir Cowasji Jehangir had gifted a
collection of oriental works to the Asiatic Society
of Bombay and later in 1864, a coin collection
that formerly belonged to William Frere. In fact,
his contributions to the architecture landscaping
of the city are also well documented. In the mid1860s, the Fort was demolished and when several important institutions were built, Sir Cowasji,
a member of the University’s Faculty of Civil
Engineering and the Senate, funded the Convocation Hall in the Fort University complex. The
Hall with its splendid galleries and its marvelous round, stained glass windows embellished
with the 12 signs of the Zodiac was designed by
eminent British architect Sir Gilbert Scott. It
stands today as an exquisite architectural and
historical marvel. His contributions spanned
across Bombay and can even be seen in England. There are 40 water fountains erected from
his philanthropy and even the famous JJ Hospital of Mumbai owes its existence to him, as
does the Bombay Gymkhana, three engineering
college in Pune, the main civil hospital in Surat
and an asylum for the mentally handicapped in
Hyderabad, now in Sind, Pakistan; the tower of
St Xavier’s College and the steeple of the Afghan
or St John’s Church in Mumbai.
In 1946, Sir Cowasji Jehangir offered a sum

Jehangir Art Gallery

of `250,000 to the Government of
Bombay for building a public art gallery. The great patron of art, who was
the first Indian president of the Bombay Art Society, had realised the great
need for such an institution in Mumbai. Jehangir Art Gallery was finally
inaugurated on January 21, 1952, as the
nucleus around which Mumbai’s art
circle would evolve and flourish. Its
inaugural exhibition was the 61st exhibition of the Bombay Art Society.
The history of Mumbai is inseparable
from that of the Readymoneys and contemporary art history of Mumbai, and
arguably India, truly began with the
Jehangir Art Gallery. It soon became
the meeting ground for great artists,
thinkers, patrons, art lovers and gained
national and international eminence as
an art centre of repute.
The legacy of Sir Cowasji Jehangir
continued to grow stronger under his
younger son, Sir Hirji Jehangir, 3rd
Baronet. Hirji was a scholar and a
true patron of modern art. He served
as the Chairman of Jehangir Art Gallery for 40 years and ensured several
far reaching changes in the system.
A collector of paintings of promising
young Indian artists, when he moved

In Tune: A visit to Jehangir Art Gallery is
a lesson in the cultural history of India, a
fascinating piece of past through art.

Since 1990,
K G Menon
has been
working to
strategically
promote the
Gallery as a
scintillating
hub for artists,
art lovers and
patrons.

to a smaller mansion in 1974, he found
his home short of enough wall space
to display the canvases. He then hit
upon the brilliant idea to start a library
of original works of artists for a fixed
duration and rental. All his paintings
donated to Jehangir Art Gallery formed
the nucleus of this lending library, a
practice that continues till date. In the
next decade, it was Sir Hirji again, who
ensured that the National Gallery of
Modern Art got space to function in
Jehangir Art Gallery.
Each column, wall, pillar and roof of
Jehangir Art Gallery is steeped in history. Designed and built by illustrious
architects GM Bhuta and Durga Shankar Bajpai of renowned firm Master,
Sathe and Bhuta, Jehangir Art Gallery
stands today as an epitome of design
innovation. Later, through the late
1980s and 1990s, the Gallery undertook some aggressive modernisation in
order to come up to international exhibition standards. Today, Jehangir Art
Gallery boasts of four halls with modern amenities equipped for exhibitions
of the visual arts and photography. The
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K G Menon
Secretary, Jehangir Art Gallery

about 2,700 sq ft auditorium has hanging wall space of around 180 running
feet. The exhibition gallery has a floor
area of about 3,700 sq ft and hanging
wall space of about 370 running feet
and has climate control and security
systems. It also added a first area of
about 1,408 sq ft with hanging wall
space of about 173 running feet.
The significance of Jehangir Art
Gallery in the art and cultural history of India is immense. Since 1952,
it has consistently worked to raise
public consciousness about Indian
artists, both masters and amateurs.
It has created a demand for works of
art and a market for it while at the
same time also ensuring a steady
flow of funding through the munificence and support of patrons and
art lovers. Moreover, it has worked
consistently to bring art out of its
restrictive elitist boundaries to the
common man by making it accessible.
True art needs no fetters. Jehangir Art Gallery teaches you to love
art for itself. Go fall in love—
with art and the Gallery.
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RURAL

update
Global Healthcare at
Local Rates Glocal Healthcare

Systems has perfected the formula for
providing quality low-cost secondary and
primary healthcare to underserved rural
folks. By Sangita Thakur varma

Q

uality private healthcare
need not necessarily be
expensive, or only available in urban centres. Wrong! At
least for most of us who have not
heard of Glocal Healthcare Systems, a social enterprise that has
made it its mission to take affordable healthcare to rural areas of
India. Founded by doctor turned
Indian Administrative Officer
turned social entrepreneur, Dr
Syed Sabahat Azim, Glocal got its
fundamentals right when it opted
for a no-frills approach to quality
healthcare. Launched in July 2010,
Glocal Healthcare Systems began
its journey with a small hospital
in Sonamukhi, West Bengal, in
July 2011. Within six months, the
venture broke even, proving the
sustainability of the development
driven hospital model. “Development has to be sustainable and
people must have a stake in everything,” says Dr Syed Sabahat
Azim, Chief Executive Officer,
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Glocal Healthcare Systems.
The venture’s success was thus
never in doubt, backed as it was
by this conviction of Dr Azim,
whose on ground involvement in
launching Sahaj e-Village, a SREI
Group initiative, had given him
practical insights into rural India.
Dr Azim had quit the IAS where
he was last serving as the secretary to the Tripura Chief Minister,
to work with SREI which was
working with the Government of
India under the National e-Governance Plan (NeGP) to build rural
IT infrastructure in the country.
Sahaj e-Village, launched in 2007,
was aimed at setting up Common
Service Centres (CSCs) in six
states. Dr Azim went on to set up
18,000 CSCs along with the team
and in the course of this marathon exercise, identified a deeply
felt need at the rural level for quality and affordable healthcare.
“What we saw in rural and small
town India was the lack of health-

Dr Syed Sabahat
Azim is the Founder
and CEO of Glocal
Healthcare Systems
Pvt Ltd. He is also
the former CEO of
Srei Sahaj e-Village
Ltd. A trained
medical doctor
and IAS officer, his
last posting was
as the Secretary to
the Chief Minister
of Tripura. He quit
the IAS to work
at perfecting the
service delivery
model at the
grassroots. Glocal
is his attempt to
address the rural
healthcare needs.

care. If someone falls sick, they sell
land or borrow money because life
is very important. We sat with
Damodaran and created Glocal
Healthcare. It would work to bring
down the cost of treatment, to
bring rationality to healthcare. To
make rural healthcare sustainable,
we are opening hospitals so that
rural people get treatment in nearby areas.” M Damodaran, former
Chairman of Securities and
Exchange Board of India (Sebi),
took charge as Chairman of the
venture.
Dr Azim quit SREI with some of
his fellow visionaries to fill this
lacuna. The other reason for his
floating Glocal Healthcare Systems
was personal—the passing away of
his father due to the existing
healthcare system. That set him
thinking about the plight of those
less fortunate than people like him.
The affordable hospital chain was
launched with an initial capital of
` 1 crore pooled by the founders

Glocal He althcare system s pv t ltd
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Quality Care: Healthcare is not just for those
who can afford multispeciality hospitals in
metros. Small, functional yet well equipped
facilities can deliver the requisite care at
affordable costs in villages too. There just
needs to be the will to deliver.

from their savings and as Dr
Azim informs, “Our initial investment was from key market funds
like Minima Equity and we started setting up hospitals.” In January 2011, it attracted an investment
of ` 15 crore from Elvar Equity and
Seqoia Capital because within six
months the company had proved
that profitability and social good
can co-exist. The four co-founders,
Dr Azim, Major (retd) Ashutosh
Shrivastava, Gautam Chowdhury
and Paresh Singhal could now
expand their venture exponentially to deliver affordable healthcare
to as many rural patients as possible.
What set Glocal apart from
other affordable healthcare enterprises was its business model. It
focused on secondary level healthcare which addressed 95 per cent
of the disease load in India constituted by 42 conditions and diseases. This was against the common
practice of investing in tertiary

care which met only 5 per cent of
the healthcare needs of the country. It also went for a protocol-driven model wherein, automated
diagnosis of the 42 main diseases
that affect 95 per cent of the sick
would streamline healthcare. The
hospital infrastructure is thus
designed to meet the identified
basic needs keeping the costs low.
A typical 100-bed Glocal hospital
costs around ` 8 crore and is built
in an area of 30,000 sq ft. This is
about half the cost of and less
than half the area of a conventional private hospital.
Since the launch of the first
30-bed hospital in Sonamukhi
catering to its population of
40,000 urban and 100,000 rural
people, Glocal built another four
hospitals in a span of about two
years and today has seven hospitals. The second 30-bed hospital
came up in Dubrajpur, Birbhum
in 2011 catering to a population of
50,000 urban and 300,000 rural

people; another 30-bed hospital
set up in Khargram in Murshidabad in June 2012, serves a catchment rural population of
400,000. The next two hospitals
were larger at 70-bed and 100-bedcapacities respectively. The first
was built at Bolpur and caters to
60,000 urban and 300,000 rural
people and the second at Brahmapur for 100,000 urban population.
Two more hospitals came up this
year in Krishnanagar in West
Bengal and Amroha in Uttar
Pradesh and another two are in
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the pipeline in Begusarai district
of Bihar and in Jeypore in Odisha.
If we check the pattern of setting
up the chain, one thing that
becomes clear is that Glocal by
design is fanning out its base to
the states where there is an acute
shortage of quality healthcare in
rural areas, the aim being to
expand the chain to cover six
states with 50 low-cost high end
hospitals.
Setting up the first five hospitals also proved to be an opportunity for the team to better their
model. The model was built on
the principles of frugal economy,
advanced technology, artificial
intelligence, minimum diagnostics and the philosophy that serving rural poor in partnership with
the government can be profitable.
Rashtriya Swasthya Bima Yojna,
popularly known as RSBY, a
health insurance scheme for the
underserved, was launched in
2008 by the Government of India.
It was linked to Aadhaar and the
insured were provided biometric
cards that made them eligible for
hospitalisation coverage of up to
`30,000. This medical insurance
covers most of the diseases that
require hospitalisation and there
are fixed package rates for the
hospitals for a large number of
interventions. Five members
including the head of the family,
spouse and upto three dependents in a family are eligible for
coverage. The healthcare scheme
is in place. But few hospitals were
willing to tie up with the government to provide the requisite
healthcare infrastructure in rural
areas. Glocal Healthcare decided
to move into this space.
A centrally sponsored scheme,
RSBY differs from earlier initiatives in important ways. For one,
it gives the insured the freedom
to choose his treatment/hospital
(it can be private or public) and
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secondly, it incentivises all the
stakeholders including the insurer and the hospital to treat RSBY
patients. Glocal for one could find
the scheme matching with its
vision of a social enterprise. The
pan-India RSBY with its IT intensive cashless and paperless model
suited Glocal’s own protocolbased model. Though Glocal provides treatment at almost 40 to 50
per cent cheaper rates, almost 45
per cent of its revenue comes
from RSBY beneficiaries. Dr
Azim is all praise for this visionary scheme that he says has
encouraged “private players to

Speed to Scale:
In a span of two
years, Glocal
Healthcare
established five
hospitals built
on the principle
of practical
architecture,
local conditions,
functionality and
comfort. There
are no frills,
no expensive
furniture,
installations or
interiors that
escalate costs in
modern hospitals.
But, there is
promise of health.

step into serving healthcare needs
of underserved rural areas”. He is
also appreciative of the IT intensive mechanism built into RSBY
that ensures transparency and
“low percentage of fraud”.
How does Glocal ensure sustainability? For one, the rapid scaling up has helped the chain pull
along profitably as its first five
hospitals broke even within six
months. The second important
factor is the homework that the
team did before getting started.
Post intensive research, it learnt
that 42 diseases were responsible
for 95 per cent of the disease load

Glocal He althcare system s pv t ltd
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“...We sat with
Damodaran and created
Glocal Healthcare. It
would work to bring down
the cost of treatment...
To make rural healthcare
sustainable we are
opening hospitals so that
rural people get treatment
in nearby areas.”
—Dr Syed Sabahat Azim
CEO, Glocal Healthcare Systems Pvt Ltd

in rural areas and 85 per cent of
the people suffered from only 17
diseases. From there on, the math
was easy. It meant that 95 per cent
of the rural population could be
treated with secondary level hospitalisation care. The team then
went about whittling down the
hospital infrastructure to basic
requirements for this secondary
care—with emphasis on green
and energy efficiency. The architecture would be built to suit the
local environs and a no frills, but
aesthetic and functional approach
that was both scalable, efficient,
durable was adopted. It paid off
by bringing down costs and scaling up efficiency. Equipment
selection for each hospital was
done with the disease burden in
mind and not as a way of showing
off its state of the art credentials.
Another way that Glocal brought
down costs was by not opting for
high end medical devices off the
shelf. Rather, it had them assembled from original equipment
manufacturers down the supply
chain. All the hospitals are multi-

specialty, yet they do not boast of
expensive equipment like MRI
and CT scans. The hospital has a
tele-radiology system with their
radiologist based in Lucknow.
Technology, in fact, is the backbone of the rural hospital chain
that relies on tele-consultation,
tele-pathology, tele-sonology and
tele-endoscopy in order to keep
experts and doctors in the same
loop. All the hospitals are WiFi
enabled, paperless and digitised.
Glocal has developed and
adopted a standardised Medical
Diagnosis & Management System
(MDMS) that is connected to the
Hospital Management Information System (HMIS). An interactive and learning system, it has
been improving continuously on
the basis of feedback. The system
that was initially developed as a
protocol for diagnosis has now
evolved into a set of standardised
processes for disease management. There is a formatted online
form that the doctor feeds with
the symptoms and clinical findings of the patient. The system

Sterling
Services Glocal
hospital chain
has technology
as its backbone
and frugal
innovation as its
nerve centre. It
actively engages
with academia
in research and
has instituted
a hospital
management
course with
IIM-Kolkata to
groom healthcare
professionals—a
supply chain that
is in dire need
of sustenance.
To cut down
costs, it has a
highly evolved
telemedicine
model.

acts promptly and suggests the
course of investigations needed
for diagnosis and in case there is
no need for further clinical investigations, the system will prompt
the doctor. This helps cut down
the cost of unnecessary diagnosis.
However, a doctor is always free to
carry on with investigations if he
disagrees with the system prompt
and he feeds in the findings if the
system is wrong. This updates the
system automatically. In case, the
doctor was wrong, the learning
happens the other way. Since, the
entire process is documented, it
ensures transparency.
Glocal has not just set a paradigm in low-cost rural healthcare,
but as Dr Azim hopes, “it will also
serve as an incentive for other private players to step into the rural
healthcare space when they see
that serving RSBY beneficiaries,
who can pay for their treatment,
is a profitable enterprise.” No
frills, low-cost, locally contextual
hospitals that are high on technology can be the prescription for
Health for All in India.
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Benign Sentinel: The
32 metre tall Maitreya
Buddha statue at Diskit,
the largest and oldest
monastery in Ladakh.

Enchanted Lake:

photos by Ajay Sood (Travelure)

The Tibetan meaning
of Pangong Tso is not
far off the mark—it
mesmerises visitors.

Bird Paradise: Barheaded goose, Brahmini
ducks, seagulls and a
variety of other wildlife
come to roost at the
highest saltwater lake.

Paradise
Found

Ladakh is a vacationer’s delight
offering a world of discoveries.
By Binita singh

D

eep blue waters, clear blue sky and in the backdrop pale sand
coloured mountains. There is stillness in the air, peace and
tranquillity. A flock of snow-white seagulls suddenly takes to
the sky breaking your reveries with their shrill cries. We are at
Pangong Lake, Ladakh, which is the highest saltwater reservoir in the world, situated at an altitude of 14,270 ft. The whole picturesque
setting is so unreal, something like a picture postcard that one tends to lose
sense of time and space. The same goes for this entire mysterious and
intriguing stretch of India called Ladakh that never fails to thrill. India’s
diversity is in full display in this small part of Kashmir, which exhibits a rich
history and culture going back to Neolithic times. The erstwhile royal abode
of Buddhist Kings witnessed several invasions which have been recorded in
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the annals of various historical tracts. The journey of discovery of Ladakh is hence best begun
on your way with a good reading of these historical and cultural accounts to understand the beauty of the destination and its fascinating people.
A perfect summer getaway, the best time to
visit this cold desert is between June to October
when most of India is waiting for cooling monsoon showers in the peak summer season. The
variety of activities that the holiday destination
packs is bewildering and promises to keep the
thrill quotient up. From sightseeing trips to vari-

Ladakh

ous natural water bodies for families to trekking,
biking and cycling trips for nature enthusiasts
and adventure seekers, Ladakh offers it all. Take a
flight to Ladakh from Delhi, Jammu, Srinagar,
Shimla or Chandigarh or if you are so inclined,
wait till August for all the motorable routes and
passes to be open to before you decide to drive
down to Leh, the capital of Ladakh. Biking up the
highest motorable pass in the world, Khardung
La, is an out of the world experience. If taking the
road, you can either drive up to Leh from Srinagar between June to November or take the trip
from Manali between July and October. For thrill
seekers, the Leh-Manali route is the preferred
one for the challenges it poses. Try it!
Nature in its entire natural splendour at the
foothills of the mighty Himalayas and the Karakoram mountain ranges hits you as you lay your
untrained eyes on all this beauty. Is it natural?
You wonder. Till now, you may have seen this in
technicolour on 70 mm screens, perhaps Pangong even looked a bit familiar. After all, it was
the backdrop to the hit blockbuster 3 Idiots. You
may have also seen such serene and captivating
beauty of snow-capped mountains, endless valleys, unspoilt greenery, the deep blue above with
its white cloud cover reflected in a deeper blue
below, in various movie locales and wondered if
these were the Swiss Alps or a high tech studio
creation. Ladakh has that surrealistic quality that
calls for a suspension of disbelief. It’s real, it’s
here and now. Yet you feel as though you are in a
magical land.
If Pangong had floored you, Tso Moriri, the
fresh water lake situated at a height of 15,000 ft
will leave you gasping. The trip from Leh to the
lake itself is refreshing as the topography changes gradually rom rugged mountainous to soothing green. The excitement and wonder is akin to
that of a childhood train journey spent hanging
out of the window watching the scenery changing rapidly as it flashes by. In Ladakh, it is a cinematic journey in slow motion. Lodge for the day
at one of the guesthouses near the lake. You can
spend the entire day watching the reflections of
the clouds float by on the crystal blue surface of
the clear lake water. The beauty is mesmerising
and soulful.
Nubra Valley, about 150 km from Leh, is another picturesque spot in Ladakh. Khardung La pass,
yes the highest motorable road in the world,
takes you to Nubra, making the drive an adventurous and thrilling one. Situated 3,048 metres

to u r i s m u pdat e

three Key
Highlights

1. Carved in stone

Life’s Lessons: The eight stupas that symbolise the major
events in Lord Buddha’s life at Jivey Tsal, Choglamsar-Shey.

Some say it with words,
some sing it with
songs, some write it on
parchment, in Ladakh they
say good luck with stones.

2. Above the world

The highest motorable
pass in the world,
Khardungla Pass, is
a thrilling drive for
adventurist in summer.

3. Peace Messenger
The majestic Shanti Stupa
atop Chanspa, part of the
Peace Pagoda mission,
provides a magnificent
view of sunset and
sunrise.

Divine Tranquility: Gompas near Hemis Manastery
that traces its origin beyond the11th century.

above sea level, this spot of heaven on earth, as
the Valley is popularly known, offers long leisurely walks amid its beautiful countryside. It’s a
great way to discover the many villages and learn
the simple ways of the lives of valley folks. You
can find accommodation in one of the guest
houses at Diskit, the chief village in Nubra, and
take trips down to the ancient gompas and palaces dotting the valley of flowers, another name for
Nubra. A visit to the 32-metres tall golden statue
of Buddha is one of the landmark experiences to
carry back home. The Diskit monastery traces its
history back to the 14th century and is the oldest
monastery in Nubra Valley. It houses an imposing 106 metre tall statue of Maitrya Buddha. The
monastery at Alchi village, around 70 km from
Leh, presents a unique contrast in architectural
style to other monasteries in Ladakh. Situated in
the plains, it is perhaps the only one not located
on a hill top. Alchi is one of the oldest monasteries, tracing its roots to the 11th century, and exhibits a distinct Indo-Himalayan influence. A trip to
the monastery, which offers guests a modest
accommodation, promises rich dividends.
Explore its past and discover the murals, frescos
and paintings belonging to another era.
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A visit to the nearby Shey, Thiksey and Hemis
monasteries is equally a compelling experience.
Shey monastery, the former summer palace of
the royal family, is 15 km from Leh. The 17.5
metres tall copper and brass statue of the blue
haired Maitreya Buddha is captivating as is the
pristine river Indus, on whose banks it is located.
Visit the other stupas and shrines strewn across
the banks. Hemis, the largest monastery in Ladakh, is one of the richest in India, housing a treasure trove of ancient collections of stupas and
Thangkas, exquisitely carved and adorned and
made from precious metals. Combine this visit
with a trip to the wildlife park nearby and catch a
sight of rare and exotic animals including snow
leopards. The 12-storey Thiksey monastery is 18
km from Leh. The imposing architecture houses
10 temples and other buildings including a nunnery. Apart from the 40-foot high statue of Maitreya Buddha that the monastery possesses
which is the main attraction for visitors; for more
discerning travellers, the rare collection of artefacts, wall paintings, stupas, swords and murals,
helps deconstruct the ancient legacy of Tibetan
Buddhists. A little farther from Leh, at a distance
of 127 km, lies the oldest Tibetan Buddhist monastery. Situated at a height of 3,510 meters above
sea level, Lamayuru monastery belongs to the
Red Hat sect of Buddhism. A must-stop stopover
on the Kargil-Leh circuit, Lamayuru’s landscape
is famous for its topographical resemblance to
lunar territory and is also known as moonland.
Spend a day browsing through the rich history of
the monastery which dates back to the 10th century. It houses some of the rarest treasures that
are a delight to discover.
The outdoors beckon compellingly and yak
and camel safaris are not be missed experiences
when in Ladakh. Both, the double humped camel
and the 6 feet tall, 1,000 kg strong yak are unique
to this region. The safari will take you at a leisurely pace through the pristine valleys giving an
unhindered view of the snow-topped mountains,
green valleys, blue water bodies and breathtaking
views of nature at its best. The more adventurous
can opt for river rafting down the rapids of the
river Indus. It’s a thrilling ride through gorges in
the Ladakh and Zanskar ranges. Kayaking in the
Zanskar river and motorbiking across Ladakh are
other thrilling options for adventure seekers.
Paragliding near Khardung La pass is an out of
the world experience as you soar above the steep
mountains in the calm cool breeze. Ladakh is
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Four Key
Highlights
1. Valley of Gods

Nubra Valley offers
fascinating vistas,
unforgettable views of
sand dunes, sunrise,
sunset and camel rides.

2. Photo Call

The lush vegetation
stands in stark contrast to
the snowcapped peaks in
the backdrop.

3. WElcome!

A traditional ceremonial
welcome for a senior monk
at Lamayuru Gompa, a
popular village stopover
for tourists between the
Kargil-Leh route in Ladakh.

4. Many Hued

A trail of prayer flags
fluttering atop Khardung
La pass, perhaps meant
to keep motorists safe on
this thrilling adventurous
snow-bound ride on top of
the world.

Up in the Clouds: The captivating 12-storey

Thiksey monastery.

also a popular destination for skiing. So please
pack your gear for a thrilling run down the
slopes! For nature enthusiasts who just want a
date with the elements, cycling down the innumerable treks is a wonderful option. You can
stopover at villages and even stay up with the
local people, learning about Ladakh first hand—
an experiential and sensory journey.
Back in Leh, once you have had your fill of
adventures, do explore the capital of Ladakh
before you depart. The place dates back to 1st
century AD and is an explorer’s delight with its
rich monuments, stupas and monasteries. The
famous Shanti Stupa constructed by the Japanese is a prime attraction here. Situated atop a
hill at a height of 4,267 metres, the Stupa offers
the best vantage point for a bird’s eye view of
Leh. Sunrise and sunset, viewed from the Shanti Stupa are unforgettable panoramic vignettes
of nature’s cinematic artistry. Do also visit the
more than 800-year old Kali Mandir nearby that
has a rich collection of exotic masks. Another
stopover in Leh is the Royal Palace of Leh. The
nine-storied, 17th century structure has a rich
museum and also offers a picturesque view of
the valley.
If you have time on hand and feel inclined, do
visit Zanskar Valley. Inhabited by around a population of 14,000 people, mainly Buddhist people, this isolated tip of Ladakh is closed to the
world for about eight months in a year! Our
story is about to end, but we have just covered
the tip of Ladakh maybe. There much more to
see like the Magnetic Valley, Kargil, Drass, Stok
Kangri, Suru Valley…
Plan your trip today…a world of wonder awaits
you in Ladakh!

AN INCREDIBLE
DESTINATION
Indian tourism and hospitality sector to touch US$ 419
billion by 2022.

For updated information on Indian business and economy
Log on to www.ibef.org

BOOKsHELF

“...let the reader experience the shock of being faced
with an alien culture and then slowly progress
into…a love for that culture and the people...”
Ken Kerkhoff, Author

Master Storytelling
at its Best A coming of

age book with a difference.
by sangita thakur varma

book in words.
Employing the stream of consciousness technique, the author
travels back and forth in time and
space through varied experiences
of his life and that of his co-author,
drawing for us in the process, a
delightful picture, part ironic, part
amusing, part self-deprecating
and on the whole realistic—of
India—a puzzle with a tantalising
message at the end that promises
to be life enlightening. This in
sum is Paper Boat: Discovering
India with a Master Storyteller.
There is little doubt that both
Ken Kerkhoff and S M Pejathaya
are master storytellers gifted with
the art of weaving pictorial canvases in words. The book is an
account of Kerkhoff’s tryst with
India—a travel and adventure
tale with a difference. This story
runs on two levels for it also
searches for true meaning under
the grime and grit, the hurly and
burly of rural India. It is partly a
memoir and an ode to friendship
that helped him become the pilot
of the ship and navigate his own
destiny (read his time in India)
from degenerating into a nervewracking travail. Instead, it led
It’s a picture
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him to a deep understanding of an
alien culture and finally to love it
and its people.
Kerkhoff’s affair with India
begins in 1968, when he arrives
in a remote village in South India
as a trainee volunteer of American Peace Corps; his baptism
in the country begins literally
by fire—albeit by fire ants and
scorpions at the host farmer’s
barn. The description of the rural
countryside of India is not amorphous or superficial. The reader
is transported through the words
of the author to the tiny South
Indian rural side village as the
events unfold. The feeling is akin
to being an invisible companion
of the author through all his escapades, trials and tribulations.
Pejathaya is no mean writer too.
His description of the warring
tigers in his uncle’s fields brings
alive the night sky, the palpable
fear of the people and danger that
lurks in the open fields. It gives
the readers a glimpse into the
tough world of the rural people.
The story of Murali, the baby elephant is a humorous read. Murali
is not just any baby elephant and
by the end of the chapter, you

About the
AuthorS
Ken Kerkhoff
has a passion
for travel and
adventure and
at an early age
travelled much of
Asia, Europe and
Africa. In India,
he employed
his agriculture
skills to assist
the Government
of India in
the Green
Revolution. He
writes creative
non-fiction and
fiction.
S M Pejathaya
began writing
about his
encounters
with the wildlife
on his coconut
farm during
prolonged Kerala
monsoons. A
progressive
farmer, he
authors short
stories and has
published four
books.

are smiling at his happy squeals
on getting the sweet rice ball
treat; clapping when he expertly
manoeuvres to field a ball and
being one with the boys sharing
his agony when he falls in the
stinking pit and has to be bathed
a number of times with fragrant
soaps to wash off the smell. The
image of Murali remains etched
in your mind as it has with Pejathaya after many decades. The
author expertly manoeuvres the
readers through simple linguistic
channels to emerge drenched in
pathos of Murali’s plight—the
domesticated adult Murali in service of the temple. However, not
once does he directly talk about it.
A master storyteller for sure!
The design of the book is as
interesting as the plot. The two
master wordsmiths intersperse
their stories like layers, with Kerkhoff acting as the chief dramatis
personae and the narrator. He
plays the key role of connecting
each chapter and idea, thus ensuring that the book comes out as a
compact multi-layered chronicle of
real life narratives. An intriguing
travelogue encapsulating the timelessness of human emotions.
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